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Central Saanich library 
committee took a first step 
Monday evening toward aban­
doning membership in the 
Greater Victoria Public Library 
and seeking similar status with 
the Vancouver Island Regional 
Library.
The move came during debate 
on the Victoria libraries proposed 
budget for 1975.
Both Aid. Dave Hill (former 
library committee chairman) 
and Percy Lazarz spoke 
favourable of possible future 
membership in the Vancouver 
Island system.
“We should look at the Van­
couver Island Regional Library 
as an alternative,” Lazarz said, 
adding that Central Saanich was, 
after all, part of the peninsula. An 
obvious allusion to membership 
in the Island system of both 
Sidney and North Saanich.
He then introduced a motion 
that library committee Chairman 
George MacFarlane be in­
structed to set up a meeting with 
the VIRL and members of 
council.
“Most of the people I’ve talked 
to,” said Hill, “agree that they’re 
not too happy with the library 
service (provided by the GV- 
PD.”
Cpmmenting on the savings 
that might be experienced by 
joining the Island system, Hill 
said, “It’s not only saving $15,000, 
but gaining a better service. We’d 
still have a bookmobile and we’d 
have a service for shut-ins.
The community. Hill claimed, 
would gain “many little extra 
services” that the Greater 
Victoria library doesn’t have.
“The change would be a 
welcome one,” Lazars con 
[eluded, prior to the motion 
receiving unanimous approval.
In order for the district to with­
draw from the Victoria system, 
they must first refuse to approve 
the annual budget in May, then 
notify the library board of their 
intention to" withdraw. The tota 
changeover could not take place 
until 1976.
SILENT AND GHOSTLY, Butchart Gardens exquisite landscape ways of the gardens during winter. For more photos and story see 
took on an unusual appearance during last week’s snowfall, page 9 .
Although the flowers have disappeared, visitors still stroll the path- (Review Photo by Mary Norris).
The Thief Wears A Size Six
SECOND SHOE STORE BREAK-IN, IN LESS THAN A WEEK
“A pain in the neck,” was the 
reply given by Fred McCullough 
on Monday, when , asked his 
opinion of the third break-in at 
his store in. the past year — and 
the second in the last week.
On Jan. 7, a thief pushed in the 
rear door at Fredrick’s Shoes and 
made off with more than $50 in 
cash, a rapid calculator, hammer 
and a pair of socks.
“He must have got his feet 
wet,” McCullough explained.
by GEORGE MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
“Because he changed his socks in 
the back of the store.”
“The calculator is brown,” he 
added, “Maybe some parent will 
notice it.”
McCullough believes the thief 
is young — and that the same 
person committed both rob­
beries.
The second one this month took
A CHARGE of failing to yield the collision with the Toller vehicle at the 
right-of-way was laid against car entrance to Sanscha hall. Police said 
driver Dorothy Toller, 11035 Heather the Toller vehicle was leaving the 
•Road, as a result of this accident on Sanscha grounds when the accident 
Beacon Avenue on Jan. 8. Motorcycle occured. Damage to the two vehicles
rider Stuart Thomson, 9843 Second 
Street, Sidney, suffered a cut lip, chin 
and bruises when his cycle was in
totalled $550, police said. Thomson was 
taken to Rest Haven Hospital by 
Sidney volunteer ambulance.
place Sunday evening about 8:30 
McCullough had boarded up the 
back door with two 2x4s. The 
small statured robber, however, 
knocked out a panel about eight 
inches by 18 inches “right bet­
ween the 2x4s” and crawled in.
An RCMP constable, ap­
parently checking the lane 
behind the store, heard someone 
in the building. His entry cut off, 
the thief ran to the front of the 
store, kicked a hole in the plate 
glass front door, crawled out onto 
the Beacon Avenue sidewalk and 
ran to the corner of Beacon and 
Second — with a passer-by and 
the policeman in pursuit. He 
disappeared toward the water- 
front and police subsequently 
called their helicopter 'into ser­
vice to scan the beach with its 
powerful searchlight.
But the man made good his 
escape.
All he got, McCullough said, 
was “a handful of quarters,”
“As far as I’m concerned,” 
McCullough told The Review, “It 
was the same guy (as the 
previous robbery) ... judging by 
the footprints.”
The police, he said, were more 
interested in fingerprints than 
footprints, McCullough said, 
“But shoes are my business,” 
“He (the thief) was wearing' 
about a size five or six squared- 
off toed cowboy bootthey call 
it a ‘snoot’ boot. I think it's vinyl, 
not leather, I sell the same boot... 
it's lined ,,, nice and warm,” 
"Matter of fact,” ho said, 
smiling, “I've got it on .sale right 
now for $8,08.” '
McCullougli’s advice to the 
young man, whoever and 
wherever ho is: “Don't bother 
breaking in again, because it 
won't bo worth your while.”
McCullough, you see, has had 
enough. He’ll never leave money 
In the store again.
ENGINEER TO VIEW fflGHWAY CROSSING
The peninsula school board is 
one step closer to its objective in 
a fight to get a crossing light at 
the Wains Cross Road and 
Patricia Bay Highway crossing.
The announcement at the 
Monday night school board 
meeting that a representative of 
the provincial department of 
highways would be available to 
meet with board representatives, 
was considered the first positive 
response that the board had 
received in its request for the 
signal.
Mr. J. Lisman, the depart­
ment’s highway safety engineer, 
will be meeting with the board’s 
representatives at 2 p.m. on Jan. 
20
Trustee Rubymay Parrott 
suggested that as many board 




Recreation Commission Summarily Disbanded
'HOUSEKEEPING OPERATION' - ANDERSEN 
'It’s All Rather Sad’ - Chairman
by JOHN MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
Sidney Alderman Wilkie Gardner voiced strong ob­
jections to the town council abolishing the Sidney 
Recreation Commission Monday evening. With 
numerous spectators seated in the public gallery 
Gardner asked why “there is such an urgency to do 
away with the recreation commission.”
A bylaw to disband the commission had been given 
three readings at last week’s inaugural meeting of 
council. This Monday evening, at a regular meeting of 
council, a motion was put forward to adopt the 
legislation.
Parrott further suggested that 
the meeting move to the junction 
in question, to be able to better 
point out to the- minister’s 
representative the hazards of the 
crossing.
It is of concern to the board that 
the students having to cross at 
this point are faced with five 
lanes of traffic, including ‘ a 
turning lane, within a speed zone, 
of 50 mph.
The board hopes that the semi­
blind corner as approached from 
the south could be posted at 30 
mph, and that a light to stop 
traffic altogether could be in­
stalled.
Of most concern are the times. 
when B.C. Ferry traffic coin­
cides with pre-school, lunch time, 
and after-school groups of 
students trying to cross the high­
way.
“Sidney has the most to lose if 
it phases out the recreation 
commission so soon,” he said, his 
voice rising.
Alderman Pat Merrett ob­
jected to this view. “How does 
Sidney have the most to lose. I’d
like you to elabprate.....”
EXCELLENTJOB
Gardner said that the Sidney 
recreation commission had been 
doing an excellent job. “Let it run 
for a few months,” he urged, 
“until we see that the tri­
municipal commission is working 
properly.”
The newly constituted Saanich 
Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission was formed to provide 
recreation throughout the 
peninsula with all three 
municipalities co-operating 
jointly in the enterprise.
Mrs. Merrett explained to 
Gardner that if the by-law were 
. to be adopted, recreation would 
still continue in the interval.
Blood Donor Qinic 
Best Ever
281 DONORS SURPRISED ORGANIZERS
“'rhero are hundreds of people 
that will bo alive in 1.975 because 
Sidney donors were there on 
Friday,” Canadian Red Cross 
blood donor panel supervisor 
Jerry Savage told The Review 
Monday. ‘
The clinic held on Friday In 
Sanscha Hall was, in his words' 
"an .excellent clinic,”
“That was the best clinic that 
Sidney ever had,” he added.
Tljcre wore 281 volunteers at 
Sanscha ~ compared with 01 
dpnors last January,,
“We wore pretty surprised, to 
tell you the truth, if I had an­
ticipated that sort of response, wo 
perlinps would have tried to have 
an extra nurse and technician 
out, and to have provided more 
bods,” Savage said.
“I was very much impressed 
by the good humour of the 
donors,,’ ho added,“even though 
they had to wait, they were very 
good about it,”
The Kinsmen-sponsored clinic 
was held between 2:30 and 0 p.m, 
on Friday to help make up a 
shortage in the provincial blood 
bank.
“It certainly has helped the 
blood bank,” commented 
Savage, “It was really some 
clinic.”
XMAS GIFTS 
From now on when the town of 
Sidney gives vouchors at 
Christmas to Its omployoos, they 
will bo cashable only within the 
town precinct.
Continued on Page 3
AN OPEN LETTER 
TO THE RESIDENTS OF SIDNEY
by DAVID K. SEARLE 
CHAIRMAN OF THE 
SIDNEY RECREATION COMMISSION
As a result of a very recent Sidney council action, the decision 
was made to rescind the bylaw which enabled the Sidney 
Recreation Commission to function in this community. This 
action became effective Monday, January 13, This decision was 
taken unilaterally and without consultation with the chairman 
and members of the Sidney Recreation Commission, the 
program leaders or the community at large.
It had been bur hope that the Sidney Recreation Commission 
might be allowed to function until such time as the Tri- 
Municipal Recreation Commission became a working reality 
and was able effectively to take over our rather comprehensive 
program developed over the past few years. It is my un- 
, derstanding that the new Tri-Municipal Recreation Commission 
will beiunableto act with any programming capability for . the 
next few months, thereby leaving a recreational administrative, 
policy and programming void in our community. It is regret­
table that Sidney Council has seen fit to act with such undue 
haste and so little foresight.
As a result of this very unfortunate situation, prompted 
perhaps by questionable political motives, a number of 
volunteers in our community have withdrawn their services. I 
believe they have done so for the following reasons: '
1. Council has not seen fit to ask those program loaders if they 
in fact are willing to serve directly under town council but have 
automatically assumed their allegiance. This is considered by 
some to bo a direct personal affront and totally lacking In 
common courtesy.
2., The gross lack of consultation and the rather arbitrary 
decision-making process Is soon to be an insult to tho many who 
have Invested their time, talent and skills on bohnlf of tho 
community.
3, Tho lack of any letter of authority to conduct program or 
guarantees of indemnity from liability or suit has prompted 
many program loaders to question their status and consoquonUy 
withdraw their services.
I can only regret and doploro this rapid and unfortunate turn 
of ovonts, ,
I suggest to all concerned who have an Interest Irt this com­
munity and a concern for recreation scrvlcos that they im- 
mediately voice their foollngs directly to tho Sidney town 
council who have assumed total control of rocroatlon sorvicos in 
this community.
“I feel these other statements 
to be absolutely false. The town 
doesn’t own the instructors,” said- 
Merrett. She added that there: 
were many volunteers willing to'; 
assist on the peninsula and those'; 
who dropped out because the; 
Recreation Commission was!'- 
abolished could be replaced.
NOT NOW ■ ;
Alderman Peter Malcolm said! 
that although he was in favour of; 
the Sidney Recreation Com-;! 
mission being abolished, he was'; 
not in support of it ‘being killed 
right off.’ “They should have! 
been consulted,”^he said. “The! 
Tri-Municipal Recreation! 
Commission will not be affected;: 
if there is a proper phasing out.’! ;!
Alderman Stan Uren agreed ^ 
with him.
However , council member 
Chris Andersen said he thought 













“Hverythlntj you'd oxooct aiid then some/’
ISLAND FURNITURE IWARTim
1)842-3rd St. Sidney B.C.
EASY TERMS 656-3724
A Family husi)ieHH Hcrvlng SIDNEY and The Saanich Peninsula for over 20 yoai’F
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BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY
Take notice that the first sftting of the Court of Revision to 
hear appeals concerning the 1975 Assessment Roll for the 
District of North Saanich will be held as follows; - 
Saanich School North Saanich Municipal Keb. 5
District No. 63 Office, 1620 Mills Rd. 10 a.m.
Dated at North Saanich, B.C. 




Check our prices before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— Tools — W'hat have you.
For Prompt Free Estimates Phone 652-1711
AT FLINT MOTORS 
WE ARE READY 
FOR ANY WEATHER
Arni Mason Fits The New Plastic Chains 
For Dr. Kosick’s Ski Weekend
FLINT MOTORS LTD.











PENINSULA CLUBS IN REVIEW
CANADIAN BIBLE 
SOCIETY
The e.xecutivc of the Canadian 
Bible Soaety for the Sidney and 
North Saanich area, met recently 
to hear a report of the years 
work, and also to make plans for 
the annual rally wliich is to be 
■ held in the Bethel Baptist Church 
on Beacon Avenue on Wed­
nesday, Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m.
It will be the first visit to Sidney 
for the new secretary for British 
Columbia, the Rev. David Cole, 
ALCD., MRAC., he will show a 
film entitled “Two Leaves and a 
Bud” which tells of Bible Society 
work in SRRI Lanka (Ceylon), 
and he will also speak.
There will be an opportunity 
after the service for friends to 
meet Mr. Cole, he would like to 
meet as many as possible, so 
please keep this date free. Come 
and bring your friends.
Mrieli
2475 Beacon
Come III iiiul liiiv(‘ II til.
council: Mrs. Gertie Mann and 
Mrs. Tina Walker (Mrs. Jenny 
Erickson will be installed at the 
next meeting), sergeant-at-arms 
- Mrs. Lee Short.
Three new members were 
initiated into full membership 
and welcomed by the auxiliary: 
Mrs. Dorothy Murray, Mrs. 
Kathy McCarthy and Mrs. 
Marjorie Pullin.
The Jan, 13 meeting will 
feature annual reports from all 
committee chairmen and a full 
attendance is expected. The 
auxiliary now has a post office 
box - No. 2214.
wonderful years of sick and shut- 
in visiting, and a corsage to 
Winnie Brethour on her 
retirement as devotions 
secretary.
The Rev; Peter Parker 
seconded all the excellent annual 
reports and closed the meeting 
with prayer, following which a 
delightful Christmas tea was 
served, with invited guests the 
Rev. Robert and Pam Sansom, 
the Rev. Peter and Marian 
Parker, with their little daughter 
Heather, and the Rev. Arch­




The Auxiliary to Rest Haven 
Hospital held the first meeting of 
the New Year in the hospital 
lounge on Wednesday, Jan. 8, 
with 21 members in attendance 
and the president Mrs, F. 
Woldnik presiding.
The first New Year’s baby in 
ten years arrived at Rest Haven 
Hospital this year and in honor of 
the occasion the auxiliary is 
pleased to present the new 
arrival with a hand knitted baby 
outfit.
The next meeting will be the 
annual meeting on Wed., Feb. 12. 
Lunch will be served.
ST. ANDREWS AND 
HOLY TRINITY A.C.W.
St. Andrew’s and Holy Trinity 
afternoon group Anglican church 
women held its annual election 
recently, with the following 
results: Miss Jane Leight - 
president, Mrs. Phyl Ingersoll - 
vice-president, Mrs. Freda Grant 
- treasurer, Mrs. Dorothy 
Pearson - secretary, Mrs. Doris 
Small (past president) - 
education chairman, Mrs. Anne 
Raymond - Dorcas, Mrs. Nora 
Rogers - united thank offering, 
Mrs. Lillian Hancock - extra- 
cent-a-day, Mrs. Anne Raymond - 
social service and visiting, Janet 
Davis - devotions, Ruth Taylor - 
hostesses.
I A beautiful poinsettia was 
presented to Mrs. Avis Watts on 
her retirement from many
ST. PAUL’S U.C.W.
Fifteen members attended the 
January meeting of St. Paul’s 
U.C.W. on Wednesday afternoon. 
Mrs. Bessie Roberts conducted 
the Devotional for Sunshine Unit 
with the theme: “The Way of 
Love”.
Plans were finalized for the 
bargain bazaar on Jan. 24 at 10 
a.m. in St. Paul’s with Mrs. T. 
Hehman and Mrs. A. Ostrom as 
conveners. New footwear will.be 
on hand.
Mrs. R. Yule was appointed 
sewing convener for 1975. Mrs. 
R.B. Parlby will attend the 
Parksville Conference next week.
It was announced that the Mr. 
and Mrs. Beaumont memorial 
piano will be dedicated during the 
Sunday Church service. The 
ladies will serve tea at the close.
The president will attend the 
annual meeting of the 
Presbyterial U.C.W. on Jan. 29 at 
Oak Bay United Church. Dr. 
Helen Houston, missionary from 
Nepal, will be guest speaker. All 
ladies are welcome. The 
Reverend Bill Van Druten will 
conduct the Communion service 
and lead a sing-song.
Four members volunteered to 
usher at the World Day of Prayer 
meeting to be held on March 7 in 
St. Paul’s.
Mrs. Irene Parnell announced 
that 18 Shut-Ins had been visited 
during the Christmas season, 
each one receiving a box of 
“goodies”.
Plans for 1975 include a 
congregational social evening on 
June 4, mothers’ tea May 10, 
Christmas Bazaar Nov. 15.
Forty-three Anglican and 
United Church calendars were 
sold for 1975.
Mrs. G.G. Smith, president of 
Presbyterial, will be guest 
speaker at the February 
meeting. Her subject will be 
“General Council Impressions”.









RUMP ROAST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bb. 1
BONELESS TOP $1 99
ROUND ROAST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --b 1
SLICED
SIDE BACON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb JJ
Where meats are a speciality, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
656-5501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
ST. STEPHEN’S A.C.W.
St. Stephen’s A.C.W. held their 
annual meeting in the Rectory, 
McPhail Road, on Wednesday, 
Jan. 8. Discussions on coming 
events for 1975 resulted in the 
date March 1 being set for a 
Rummage sale; May 10 for the 
Spring tea, and October 25 for the 
Fall tea. Reports from the of­
ficers showed an active year had 
been enjoyed.
The election of officers resulted 
in the following being elected: 
president, Mrs. A.M. Galbraith; 
1st vice-president, Mrs. Wm. 
Bremner; 2nd vice-president, 
Mrs. Eric Johnson; secretary, 
Mrs. D.A. Robertson; 
treasurer, Mrs. H.A. Ormiston; 
living message secretary, Mrs. 
Ivan Putter; social service 
secretary, Mrs. W.E. Clayards; 
membership secretary, Mrs. 
W.R. Osier. The Rector, Rev. 
Ivan Futter, thanked the 
members for the hard work they 
had done during the year, 
especially those who had helped 
with the Thursday morning 
services for patients at the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. 
Installation of the officers will 
take place at the 11:15 a.m. 
service at St. Stephen’s Church 
on Sunday, Feb, 2.
The group is sponsoring a 
dance for the Springwood young 
ITcoplc at the Parish hall at 8 p.m. 
on Jan. 16. Tea was served by the 
hostesses, Mrs. Eric Johnson and 
Mrs, W.R. Osier.
LEGION LADIES
Mrs. Dorothy Pearson was 
returned to tho chair for tho 
second year at tlio December 
meeting of the ladies auxiliary to 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 
No, 370.
Mrs. Nell Horth conducted the 
iastallation of officers: secretary 
- Mrs, Rowena Nunn, treasurer - 
Mrs, Amy Bourassn, executive
More than 85 hundred 
Canadians were under treatment 
for tuberculosis ns of the end of 




RUST . CUARM. WEPPING
A pretty wedding was held on Dec. 14,1974, at St. Andrew’s Anglican 
Church, Sidney, when Lorna Jean Rust, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
David Rust and Peter Douglas Clark, son of Mrs. H. M, Clark and the 
late Mr. Clark were united in marriage by the Rev. Robert Sansom.
For the double-ring ceremony the bride chose an A-line gown ap- 
pliqued with embroidered silk flowers, and an embroidered Juliet cap 
from which flowed a floor-length tulle veil. She carried a bouquet of 
small red poinsettas, Bridal attendants Mrs. Linda Glover and Miss 
Judy Rust, sisters of the bride, wore floor-length red gowas and 
carried white velvet muffs trimmed with red corsages. Mike Dixon 
attended as best man and the guest were ushered by Brian Hunt and 
Mike Lane. Wedding music was played by Mrs. Barbara Hale and the 
solo‘We’ve only just begun’ was sung by Mrs. Vera Pcdlow.
.A reception followed in the Memorial Room at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall,















SPECIAL FOR JAN, 15 ■ 19
SEAFOOD PLATTER
Salad Bar - an You Can Eat
SOLE FILLET OYSTERS SCALLOPS FANTAIL SHRIMP 
SAANICH PENINSULA FRESH VEGETABLES 
HOT FRESH FRENCH BREAD .
TEA, COFFEE OR MILK ^4 ea.
Plan for your 
Goldenifears
B.C. Central OREJOrT UNIOIN
RETIREMENT S/WINGS PLAN
Canada's fastest growing retirement savings plan has tho benefits you've been 
looking for:
• Reduced income tax payments.
Approximations based on rates for self-omployed, married taxpayer in British Columbia 






















$ 1,340 $ 668
2,333 1,058
-----  ------ 3,794 1,737
No "front-end load" or entry fee, no salesman's commission, no termination fee
Security of capita! with a high interest return in tho Fixed Income Fund
Current rate on tho Fixed Income Fund is 10%% per annum, reviewed quarter­
ly from March 1st, and loss an administration foe of only % of 1% per annum. 
• Common stock investments through tho Equity Fund
Two ways to invest for tho future in one convenient plan-Fixod Income and/ 
or Stocks. Transfers made without charge.
This high return Retirement Savings Plan is available to members of credit unions 
and co-operatives which holong to B.C. Central Credit Union, If you're not already 
a mombor, it takes only a few minutes to join. Chock tho yellow panes of your tele­
phone directory for tho credit union nearest you. Or fill in and mail this coupon for 
a detailed booklet on credit unions and their Rotiromont Savings Plan.
B.C. Central Credit Union 
Rotiromont Savings Plan 
P.0, Box 2038 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3R9
Please send mo information that can save mo important 
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S^UTM MttNEY SCMOOL
by sept.?
Approval was given Monday by 
the Peninsula School board to an 
estimate of costs to extend the 
sewer system on Frost Ave. to 
service the proposed new South 
Sidney school.
The board was informed that 
the estimate was less than what 
they had first expected, and the 
motion was hastily passed.
In an interview with The 
Review, Chairman Norma Sealey 
explained that the new school 
would be located on the west side 
of the Pat Bay highway, on the 
south side of Weiler.
She went on to say that the
school would be designed to 
accomodate between 100-120 
kindergarten to grade three 
children and that the building 
would be of a modular con­
struction with a total of four 
classrooms.
Sealey explained that the 
school was needed for next 
September, but that final ap­
proval from the De^jartment of 
Education was needed before 
construction could be started.
Completion date would be, 
hopefully, in September she said, 






676 (KIHSf^EN) SQUADRON 
R.C.AC.
ON BEING JUDGED
TOP SQUADRON IN CANADA
HAVE YOU TRIED TO LOSE WEIGHT? 
AND DIDN'T!!?
THEN JOIN TOPS
IIEI J) EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 8:30 P.M. 
St, Pauls United Church
2410 Malaview
Corner of Malaview & 5lh St.
NEW MAI.E OR FEMALE MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME!
District of North Saanich
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING 
THE DEAN PARK AREA.
PAUSING BETWEEN SIPS tabby, Shere Khan, contemplates how Brentwood Bay water can be so 
tasty. Fresh run-off water spilling into bay from culverts floats on top of the brine allowing Harold Lacey’s 
smart cat to enjoy an enormous bowl of water.
A public meeting will be held by the Council of the District of 
North Saanich to discuss the proposed development of the 
Comprehensive Zone. The meeting will be held at Sansbury 




A $2500 report commissioned 
by the tov/n of Sidney has been 
filed aw'ay following a decision 
taken in Sidney council Monday 
evening.
Woods, Gordon and Company, 
management consultants, un­
dertook to write the report, 
giving their recommendations on 
future changes within the staff 
structure and overall functioning 
of the town hall. However, the 
final document did not meet with 
great favour from council.
SIBNEY RECREATION
“Half of this report was taken 
from our own files,” said the 
Mayor Monday evening. “If they 
are going to charge us based on 
the number of pages in the report 
then we should get it for half 
price!”
Other members of council
agreed.
Alderman Peter Malcolm said 
once again that he felt the whole 
thing to be a complete waste of 
$2500.
Council was unanimous that no 






MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.G.
ADMISSION’ 
$1.00 EACH
Saturday, January 18 




IAN. 15 to JAN. 31
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Continued from Page 1 
Sidney Recreation Commission 
to be a “simple housekeeping 
operation.”
Mayor Stan Dear urged Council 
to abolish the Recreation Com­
mission forthwith. “Never in all 
my years as mayor have I ever 
experienced the kind of un­
derhanded campaign that has 
gone on in this town in the past 
week.”
He said that statements were 
being put out that recreation 
leaders would no longer be 
covered by liability insurance. 
“These statements are com­
pletely false!” he said.
MOTION DEFEATED
At this point David Searle, 
chairman of the Sidney 
Recreation Commission, rose to 
his feet in the public gallery. He 
wished to speak to council. 
However a motion to this effect 
was defeated.
With Alderman Wilkie Gardner 
and Alderman Peter Malcolm 
voting against the legislation, the
Sidney Recreation Commission 
was formally laid to rest.
A number of spectators, in­
cluding Searle and former 
alderman Ross Martin then 
departed from the chamber, 
saying afterwards that they were 
completely shocked by the way 
the entire mattter had been 
handled.
“The whole thing was a farce,” 
said Searle. “They wouldn’t let us 
talk—I feel sorry for all those 
people who had been giving so 
much time to the Rec. Com­
mission. All it would have taken 
was a phone call. Why couldn’t 
they have demonstrated even 
that common courtesy to the 
people running the programs?”
“None of us were approached,” 
said Searle, “to even ask our 
thoughts on whether we could;;, 
work under the new system!’^'- 
Peter Grant resigned. No one 
even talked to him before all this 
took place. Six other instructors 







CAN BE TINTED 
ANY COLOUR
PREMIUM INTERIOR UlTEX REG. 9*^ GAL 
SEMI GLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL REG. 12«> GAL 
SEMI GLOSS LATEX EMAMEL REG. 12» GAL
FULFORD HARBOR TIDES'
2485 BEACON AVE.
Wed. 15 0730 11.1 1330 7.7 1730 8.5
Thurs. 16 0015 3,3 0755 11.2 1425 7,0 1830 7.9
Fri, 17 0040 4.2 0815 11.2 1510 8,3 1945 7.5
.Sat. 18 0100 5.1 0840 11.1 1540 5,6 2110 7.3
Sun. 19 0135 6.2 0850 11.1 1630 4.9 2325 7.6
Mon, 20 0200 7.3 0920 11.0 1705 4.2
Tues. 21 0030 8.2 0445 8.8 0945 11.0 1755 3.5
Wed. 22 0215 9.2 0530 9.6 1015 11.0 1850 2.8
25% OFF
ALL ABOVE REG. PRICES
BRUSHES & ROLLERS 10% OFF REGULAR PRICES!
WEATHER'
The following is the meteorological 
report for tho week ending Jan. 12, 
furnished by the Research Station, 
Sidney.
Maximum Temp. (Jan. 12) 
ftAinImum Temp. (Jan. 10-11)













Supplied by tho 
vironmont Service 
ding Jan. 12.
Maximum Temp. (Jan. 6) 








ter tho week on-
“if;
RENO
7 Days, (i Nights, Dopnrts January IH, Ihcn weekly from 
February I. Double or Twin, $125 per person.
PALM SPRINGS
Double or T win, $2Hi) per person
I I Days — February !l-22. Head soulh to me sun anu see San 
FrunclHco, Solvang, San Diego nnd imicli more. Then U-F,-L- 
A-X for :i (lays In Palm Springs and enjoy the Date I'’e8tlval 
before returning home via Fresno, Eureka and Portland.
DISNEYLAND
11 Days, 10 Nights — March 27 to April (i. 
Family Hates — 2 people, $178 (one room)
3 people, $(1111) (one room;
I people, $810 (one room)
,5 people, $080 (one room)
Hook early for this tour for elioice aceommodatlon.
EASTER WEEKEND TOUR
3 Days, 2 Nights — March 20-31. Double or Twin, $87.00 per 
pttrson. HosarloHesorl, Oreas Island. Includes meals while 
at Hosarlo, (our of the Island and a side trip to Mount Con- 
slltnllon, n very spectjiciilar view of Vancouver, Seattle, and 
surrounding areas.
FOR RESERVATIONS or INFORMATION
385-6921
or your local V.l. Coach Lines Agent
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
ZONING BY-LAW
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
t-\ , (f-S
NOTICE is hereby given that nil persona who doom thomsolvos 
nffeeled by the following proposed By-law will be afforded an 
opportunity to be hoard before the Municipal Council on tho 
matters contained therein at a PUBLIC HEARING to beheld In 
the Council Chamber, Municipal Hall, 1020 Mills Rond, on 
Monday, January 20lh, 1075, commencing at 7:30 p.m.
January Carpet & Floor Covering!
Bonanza
Harbor View Reg. 9” Sq. Yd. Sale ^8*^ sq. vd.
Bon Voyage Reg. 14” Sq. Yd. Sale ^12^ sq. yd.
Acadia Twist Reg. 13“ Sq. Yd. Sale *11“ sq. yd.
^Gentle Night Reg. 13“ Sq. Yd.' Sale *11“ sq. yd.
Zoning By-law (1000), Amendment By-law (197'l), No. 3, to 
amend the Marina By-law ns follows:
These Are Only A Few Of The Many Carpels Featured During This Fantastic Broadloom 
Sale. Many, Many More Lines And Styles Will Also Be On Sale At Tremendous Savings. |
Also On Sale Is Pacemaker Sheet Vinyl 6 Ft Wide In 4 Colour Combinations. . ,
Reg. 6“ Sq. Yd. Sal© 19
a. to increase Council’s control 
over tho erection of boat 
houses or slieltcrs;
b. ensure maximum aesthetics 
effects are maintained over 
proposed coverage or ex­
pansion;
c. reduce navigational hazards 
by restricting construction of 
floats, wharves, dockage, etc, 
within ten feel of water lease 
boundaries.
IV2 Inch Ceramic Tile In 6 Decorative Colours. Reg. Sq.Ft
Sale Only Bq. ft.
And Many Room SIzo Rugs And Roll Ends At Low
Cloaranco Prtcos.
The proi»)S(xl By law may lie Inspoeled nl Ihe Munlelpal 
Office onany weekday except .Saturday, between the hours 




Lumber/Building Supplies & Hardware
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IF you'RE NBRYOUS ABOUT 
CPOSSlNS ALONB, SiR-- I'UU 
HELP... I DO IT ALL THE 
TIME.'
A Trifle Hasty
The Sidney Recreation Commission has now been 
officially abolished.
While we do not disagree with the necessity for its 
eventual demise, and while we wish the newly formed 
Tri-municipal Recreation Commission all success in the 
future, we are more than a little aghast over the manner 
and timing used in disbanding the SRC so abruptly.
Mayor Stan Dear and members of his council, with the 
exception of Aid. Peter Malcolm and Wilkie Gardner, 
voted the organization out of existence with what ap­
pears to be unseemly haste and without, apparently, 
extending to members of the commission the simple 
courtesy of prior discussion.
Whatever the reasons behind this move, it has left 
many qualified and dedicated volunteers within the SRC 
embittered and angry.
And despite Aid. Pat Merrett’s contention that 
resigning volunteers can be replaced, the fragile 
relationship that often exists between volunteer par­
ticipants and elected officials- is too easily broken.
It has taken many, many months of dedicated effort to 
bring concerted action and order out of the chaos that 
previously dignified Sidney’s recreation scene.
We can only hope that our Mayor and aldermen’s 
decision Monday evenng has not done irreparable harm 
to the future of volunteer recreation effort in the town.
Barnyard Socialism
Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Sunday, January 19 
Epithany II
ST. MARY’S
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
9:45 a.m. Matins
ST. STEPHEN’S 
1100 a.m. Sunday School 
11:15 a.m. Holy Communion 
7:30 p.m. Praise & Worship 
Service
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH Of 
north SAANICH
Sunday, January 19th 
Holy Trinity Church 
Patricia Bay
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
10:00 a.m. Morning Prayer & 
Sunday School 
St. Andrew’s Church 
3rd St. Sidney
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:15 a.m. F AMILY SERVICE ■ 
Tuesday, January 21 
10:00 a.m. Bible Study
8:00 p.m. Adult Confirmation 
& Study Group 
Thurs., January 23 
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion
Rector
656-4870
Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-5322
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Perhaps the modern day situation is documented by 
the following story ;
Once upon a time there was a Little Red Hen who 
scratched about and uncovered some grains of wheat. 
She called her barnyard neighbours and said, “K we 
work together and plant this wheat, we will have some 
fine bread to eat Who will help me plant the wheat.’’
“Not I,” said the Cow. “Not I,” said the Duck, “Not 
I,” said the Goose, “Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen 
and she did.
After the wheat started growing, the ground turned 
dry and there was no rain in sight. “Who will help me 
water the wheat?” said the Little Red Hen.
“Not I,” said, the Cow, “Not I,” said the Pig. “Equal 
rights,” said the Goose. “Then I will,” said the Little 
Red Hen and she did.
The wheat grew tall and ripened into golden grain. 
‘%hb will help me reap the wheat?” asked the Little 
Red Hen.
“Not I,” said the Cow. “Not I,” said the Duck. “Out of 
my classification” said the Pig. “I’d lose my ADC” said 
the Goose. “Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen and she 
did.
When it came time to grind the flour, ‘‘Not I,” said the 
Cow. “I’d lose my unemployment compensation,” said 
the Duck!
When it came time to bake the bread, “That’s over­
time for me,” said the Cow. “I’m a dropout and never 
learned how,” said the Duck. “I’d lose my welfare 
benefits,” said the Pig. “If I’m the only one helping, 
that’s discrimination,” said the Goose.
‘ ‘Then I will,” said the Little Red Hen and she did. She 
baked five loaves of fine bread and held them up for her 
neighbors to see.
“I want some,” said the Cow. “I want some,” said 
the Duck. “I want some,” said the Pig. “I demand my 
share,” said the Goose.
“No,” said the Little red. Hen. “I can rest for a while 
and eat five loaves myself.”
“Excess profits,” cried the Cow. “Capitalist leech!”' 
screamed the Duck. “Company fink,” grunted the Pig. 
“Equal rights,” screamed the Goose. And they 
hurriedly painted picket signs and marched around the 
Little Red Hen singing, “We shall overcome.” And they 
did.
For when the Farmer came to investigate the com­
motion, he said, “You must not be greedy, Little Red 
Hen. Look at the oppressed Cow. Look at the disad­
vantaged Duck. Look at the underprivileged Pig. Look 
at the less fortunate Goose. You are guilty of making 
second-class citizens of them!”
“But-but-but-I earned the bread,” protested the Little 
Red Hen.
. “Exactly,” the wise Farmer said. “That is the 
wonderful free enterprise system; anybody in the 
barnyard can earn as much as he wants. You should be 
happy to have all this freedom. In other barnyards, you 
would have to give all five loaves to the Farmer. Here 
you give four loaves to your suffering neighbors.”
And they lived happily ever after. Including the Little 
Red Hen, who smiled and clucked, “I am grateful I am 
grateful.”
But her neighbors wondered why she never baked any 
more bread.
(reprinted from the CCNA Publisher)
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Earlier this year the Town of 
Sidney was installing storm 
sewers in the water runoff ditch 
which runs through Melville 
Park. At that time I feared I 
would lose a major form of 
recreation, namely, watching 
Town of Sidney work crews 
perpetually clearing silt from 
this trench. Happily my fears 
were without foundation. The 
town was only installing storm 
sewers for a distance extending 
80 ft. either side of Melville 
Drive. (Apparantly a person 
whose property fronted on this 80 
ft. had lent the town a back hoe).
Mayor Stan Dear’s inaugural 
speech has re-affirmed my 
confidence in the deep-thinking 
and all-encompassing policies of 
Sidney Council. This council has 
the insight to provide additional 
recreational facilities, before 
eliminating this potentially 
dangerrous ditch. My sincere 
apologies to Mayor Dear and the 
council for my having' ever 
doubted the integrity of their 
planmng.
Yours truly 
' Tony A.G. Bigras
10345 Patricia Place
The original PLODDER-PODS 
(1970), a retired teacher and a 
retired nurse (now senior 
citizens), aim to keep active in 
1975, to ward off that ‘tired 
feeling’ that overtakes one when 
outdoor activity is neglected. 
Neighbours, won’t you join us?
You don’t have to “walk around 
the world’’ to accomplish great 
things. What better place to 
walk, out in, and around, the 
Saanich Peninsula, - in Beautiful 
British Columbia! Try it!
The PLODDER-PODS urge 
you to join them. You don’t have 
to do it (100 miles), in a year, but 
do start. Suggest you gradually 
increase your distance if you 
aren’t used to walking. Count 
anything a half a mile or more. 
One, two, or three miles, four or 
five times a week, is much better 
than longer distances once or 
twice a week.
Have fun, and better health will 
be an extra reward!
The original PLODDER-PODS
D.K. and A.F.
find one. person interested in 
going with me.
I am interested in contacting 
young women with M.S. who 
have families, even if they do not 
wish to take part in M.S. ac­
tivities. I feel emotional support 
can be gained by personal con­
tact with others. The M.S. Society 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
The President of the Kinsmen 
Club of Sidney, David Parlby, 
congratulates 676 (Kinsmen) 
Squadron Royal Canadian Air 
Cadets on their award on being 
judged the top Squadron in 
Canada. The Kinsmen Club of 
Sidney has sponsored this youth 
group since its inception in 19.57. 
Wc feel that this award, is an 
award that our town can feel as 
proud or more proud of than 
when we were tho town from 
which Miss Canada came. The 
local Squadron has a tremendous 
training program where each 
cadet has the opportunity to gel 
up in the air at least onec during 
his or hers first year in cadets. 
Tho Air Cadet Squadron has 
courses in drill, photography, 
flying training, first aid, rifle 
range instruction, and many 
others,
This award could not have been 
achieved without the dedication 
of the Commanding Officer, 
Capt. J.H. McLeod, and his Of­
ficers and staff — also tlie liard 
work and dedication of the Cadets 
themselves. Wo would also like to 
give acknowledgement to our 
former Commanding Officers, 
Capt. David Price and Capt, Reid 
Hannan.
’riio Kinsmen Club of Sidney
EVANGR! JST TO SPEAK
pT.1)1
Hov. Roger Smets, a young 
evangollst from Los Angoles, 
arrived In Sidney tills week to 
"shnro life, encouragement and 
love from the Word of God in a 
series entitled, 'Learning to live 
by tlic promises In Owl’s Word' 
Ilcv. M. Moore told Uic llcvlow 
Monday.
Rev. Smets is '24 years of age 
and is n graduate of Biola College 
and LIFE Bible College of 
qoulhornCnllfornla. His ministry 
lias become one of encouraging 
young and old alike to apply the
promises of God to specific 
slluations, Moore said. One of the 
key messages God has given him 
at this time is "How to ex­
perience peace”, even in the 
midst of turmoil, trouble and 
rising inflalinn,
llowlli bo speaking at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Sidney Foursquare Church, 
Jan, 14 ,1(1, nnd 17, In addition to 
the morning nnd evening services 
on Sunday, Jan, 10. People from 
all walks of life are welcome to 
atlcnd. Tho church address is 
01)2r»-5lli St.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The l’'lA)DI)ER-PODS are 
plodding again, or still.
Who are Ihe PLODDER- 
PODS?
The PUkUIi'I'-IRkIs arc you and
I,
Walking for fun and going to Iry
A llioiisand miles, some less, 
some more
Rut only you will keep Ihe 
score,
No clubs and no society.
No fees, no nieellngs, we’re all 
free
To stroll, to walk, to jog or run, 
A year of health, a year of fun.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I am frightfully upset! Last 
week your wretched newspaper 
published a picture of my North 
Saanich home without any prior 
permission, printing it in con­
junction with an excerpt from the 
memoirs 1, am currently writing.
The picture had nothing to do 
with the subject'penned by me, 
Since its appearance in your 
newspaper, if I may call it that, 1 
have been besieged by numerous 
uninvited persons coming onto 
my grounds: one of whom 
discovered me in my garden and 
requested, of all things, for me to 
autograph the article.
Though some might be flat­
tered by such attention, I con­
sider it a gross impertinence 
and a flagrant invasion of my 
privacy. Fortunately I do not 
iiave a tolephono line into my 
home.
Though I am certain some of 
your readers do not fall into this 
category, a good many of them 
are obvious cretins, 1 wish to be 
protected from them!
To this end I have given in­
structions that both my bulldogs 
will be on the loose, day and 
night, patrolling in company witli 
two of my servants along the 
border of my estate, 1 will accept 
no liability over the conduct of 
their behaviour to any 
tresspassers they may discover.
I am. Sir,
Your obediant servant,
Lt, Colonel James Brown 
Hardingc (Ret’d.)
North Saanich.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Attention Parents and Boys 
Sidney Pony League 
On behalf of myself and the 
executive, we wish to advise you 
that we are now the Peninsula 
Baseball Association. We are 
endeavouring to offer basebal 
this season for boys aged 13 to 18 
years.
The new executive for the 1975 
season is:
Pat Kennedy - President,
Dennis Gallagher - Vice 
president,
Kathy Brown - secretary- 
treasurer,
Erma Coward - player agent, 
Mrs Pettigrew - equipment 
manager,
Mrs Winia - publicity.
Dawn Borland - women’s 
auxiliary.
We wish to thank everyone in 
the Sidney and Victoria areas 
who bought raffle tickets in order 
to help us raise some funds. The 
raffle winners are:
T. Morkolls - turkey 
M. Scharff - gift certificate - 
pink kitten,
JK Ripley - 2 dinners - Mr. 
Mikes,
H. Bradley - bar set - Robin­
son’s
J. Price - Cushion - Fawcett 
Interiors,
A. Mountain - haircut - Al’s 
Barber Shop,
Wc certainloy appreciate the 
donations roccivocl from those 
local merchanls to make tho 
raffle possible.
And last but not least we want 
to thank the local merchants and 
service clubs who have made 
cash donations to our group. We 
need all the financial help that we 
can get. Your interest and 
generosity means a groat deal to 
tho toys.
And parents, if you're asked 
this season, please shnro some of 
your spare time. If wo all do a 
little - then a few won’t have to do 
so much. They're your boys too! 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
Through your wide circulation 
1 on tlio I’eninsula I wish to gel in 
touch with people with Multiple 
Sclerasis or people iiileresled in 
learning about it or helping.
Tliere Is no group on the 
Peninsula at the present lime. 
Victoria and Vancouver Island 
M.S. Society do a tremendous 
amount of work for tlio jHuiple 
with M.S. on the Island, but it is 
not always easy lo gel into Vic­
toria. I recently attended the MS. 
Christmas party and I could not
Editor The Review, Sir:
The Brown-llardlnge articles 
are priceless: of tho same vin­
tage we Gulf Islanders had before 
the first world war. 1 questioned 
your good taste In printing, but I. 
seems you went at It lilindly; not 
knowing what was coming next 
My reaction to the articles was 
of resentment, as being 
representation of privileged life 
a something we could well do 
witliout.
This resentment lias become 
an obsession.
The attitude of - indeed the life 
of Quaker friends of my father 
was fair is fair: just I needs must 
conform or at least comply.
This fluid state came to solidify 
as I shall state. The Lord of the 
Manor gave me young fellows our 
cricket ground, and we played a 
yearly match with his house 
guests. The lady guests of the 
“Hall” served tea, sandwiches 
and cake with a plenitude of good 
fellowship. Fellowship was not in 
evidence when we met them in 
the village sometimes in the long 
summer evenings. We just did 
not exist. They got away with it 
by hot being distinctly rude; a 
product of their way of life. I 
almost said breeding, but out that 
went when I decided milieu was 
nine-tenths of our lives. “Here 
endith the first lesson” 
“Something rotten in the state of 
Denmark.
I am smiling at our first match 
— if I, may digress. I was let off 
by my uncle along with two other 
apprentices for the afternoon. 
One of whom did not play cricket 
but wanted off anyway. What I 
smile about is the overriding of 
my aunt’s veto; no play while 
there is work to do. Others of our 
team were not as lucky and could 
not get off work. Here is what 
makes me almost feel young 
again. Sons of farmers made up 
the team to some extent. These 
fellows were not orthodox 
cricketers, but could they swipe! 
One or other did connect during 
the game and helped to win for 
us. Tho other team, as a rule 
quite ancient; in the 30’s and 40’s. 
Mostly those would be “guns” 
pheasant shooters — up early in 
the season.
Coming to the Gulf Islands I 
found a lot of remittance men for 
one of whom I agreed to cut so 
much wood for so much money. 
This was in a July of scorching 
heat. My cutting was in view of 
three of these fellows lolling in 
tho shade while I was working 
harder than over I had done up to 
that time. I told them to cut their 
own dammed wood. Tho one who 
lired mo said "ton ricks ton 
dollars; I’ll pay you when you got 
through.” I left; Later ho come 
looking for mo finding mo on tho 
road. "Havo a drink, old man,” 
ho said pulling out his hip flask. 
"I’d like to pay you for tho wood 
you cut” Shall wo call it losson 
number two?
Lola more before that of 
course. I count among my 
friends, one, two, more, now dead 
— who for many years did no 
work, living on interest and in­
vested "capital”. This la robbery 
ethically, A man should have no 
other do his work for him unless it 
be to share a burden, lloiio I have 
not boon found wanting in my 
presonlalion of tho case against 
privilege. I look forward to a 
liotter' life "when the wicked 
cease from troubling’ "If winter 






Exalting Jesus Christ as 
Saviour, Healer, Baptizer with 
the Holy Spirit and Returning 
King.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m.





Bible Study 7:30 p.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Monty F. Moore 
Ministers: The Congregation
MEMORIAL GIFTS
■ In AAemoriam donations to the
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
are an appreciated mark of 
respect used exclusively for 
research, and should be taken, or 
mailed to 857 Caledonia Avenue, 
Victoria. Cards are sent to the 
bereaved and an official rec ipt 
issued to the donor,
9925 FIFTH STREET 
656-3.544 SIDNEY, B.C. 656-1517
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
• (P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd.
1 Block N. of McTavish Rd. 
SUNDAY:
SundaySchool 9:45a.m.
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
“When To Praise 
The Lord”





Bible Study and Prayer 
A cordial welcome to all. • 




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11.00 a.m. 
SundaySchool Il.toa.m.
CENTRAL SAANIC H 
Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK,
7180 East Saanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday S chool 9:45a.m.
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
SundaySchool 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00a.m. 
Fellowship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaiso Cres. Royal Oak 
Vacancy Pastor 
Rev. A. F, Otke 656-2372 
Church Office 656-2721
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
9830 5th street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a;m. Family Bible Hour 
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service
Wednesday
8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the World”.
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CATHOLIC PARISH
Rev. R. Cunningham 
652-1909
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.





Sunday, January 19 
Epiphany II
8:30a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00a.m. MorningPrayer
ST. ELIZABETH’S CHURCH 




Tuesday to Friday 9:00 a.m.
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
SEVENTH-DAT 
ADVEPST CHURCH
Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:3na,m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 








Morning Worship , IliOOn.m. 
Proyor 8, PrnIso Wodnosdny'trruu 
p.m.
Young PoopIo Friday 7:30p.m,
'welcome '
Editor, ’I'lm Review 
Because I am very strongly 
opposed to coimcirs arbitrary 
decision to prematurely disband 
Continued on Piige 5
BETHEL BAPTIST
Sunday, January 19 
9:45 a.m, Sunday Bible 
Scliool
11:00 a.m, nnd 7:00 p,m, 
Mabel and Frances 
Williamson, Missionaries (n 
Java and The Pbllllpinos. 
Pastor Darrel Eddy 656-5012 
Tuesday 6:30 p.m, 
Pioneer Girls, Grades 3-7 
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 







Your six communlly Chnpols. 
indepondont Family Owned and 
Controlled. Sands sinco 1912.
WE CARE 
Dodicntod to Sorvico 
Sensible Prices
Sands CliapcI of Hoses 
l-'oRrUi Street 
SIDNEY 05«-'2l):ri
wib MnVMMfMMU HKUt tlM.









COUWOOD, 478 3821 
DUNCAN, 746.5212 
LADYSMITH, 245 2331 
NANAIMO, 7.53-2032
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page 4
the Sidney Recreation Com­
mission, I have recently with­
drawn my services as volunteer 
leader for the Tuesday night 
volleyball session at Sanscha 
hall; and have regretfully ad­





Editor, The Review, Sir:
The
A Letter of Thanks 
And A Requiem For 
Assassinated
Having just completed a year 
on Sidney Council, I have been 
intending to write a letter to your 
readers. It was to be a gentle 
letter, a letter of thanks and a 
letter of praise and com­
mendation ending with a 
challenge to the new, although 
essentially unchanged, council; 
to do good work in the coming 
year. It will still be a gentle 
letter, a letter of thanks and of 
praise — but only in part. For at 
the inaugural meeting of the new 
council, in the only order of 
business that night, they 
proceeded to make my intended 
challenge to them to do good 
work a joke of bitter irony. But let 
me speak of that later.
First I would like, with sin­
cerity, to thank the Town staff for 
their assistance to me whenever I 
approached them with questions 
or problems in the pursuit of my 
Aldermanic duties. The Office 
staffs of Clerk Geoff Logan; 
Assessor and former approving 
officer John Chapman; Building 
Inspector Hans Schneider; 
Public Works Superintendent Ted 
Clark; Engineer Mike Town­
send; Gardener Bob Jackson 
and these men themselves all do 
work of excellent calibre. The 
Town of Sidney is very fortunate 
to have in its employ people who 
pursue their work with such 
dedication and cheerfulness as 
these people do.
I would like to thank the 
members of the Sidney Volunteer 
Fire Department for their 
devotion to duty and high quality 
of service to the town.
I would like to thank those who 
supported me with votes in 
November and worked on my 
behalf in seeking re-election, for 
their faith and confidence in my 
ability to work on their behalf to 
improve the quality fo services in 
Sidney.
I would like to thank all others 
whosupportedme 
philosophically and or with words 
of encouragement throughout the 
year.
I would like to thank the Sidney 
Review, who if they did not 
always report me with flattery 
(which is not their job) did report 
me with fairness (which is).
As one of last year’s council
appointees to the Sidney 
Recreation Commission, 1 would 
like to thank my colleagues on 
that body for their tremendous 
efforts on behalf of recreation in 
the community.
It is in connection with the 
Recreation Commission that this 
letter must necessarily and 
regretfully lose its gentleness.
On Monday night, January 7, 
197.'), the Sidney Council did “In 
open meeting assembled...” by 
the introduction of a bylaw 
(which they carried to third 
reading), proev, <! to rescind the 
bylaw that a few years ago 
established the Sidney 
Recreation Commission which, 
through the dedicated efforts of 
volunteers and frequently in spite 
of being the lowest priority of 
successive Councils, became the 
most active and effective 
recreation agency on the 
Peninsula.
The by-law is being rescinded, 
but the Recreation Commission is 
being prematurely assassinated. 
True the Commission was to be 
phased out as the new Peninsula 
Tri-Municipal Recreation 
Commission became effectively 
operative, which will un­
doubtedly take a good several 
months. In the meantime the 
Sidney Recreation Commission 
would continue to maintain and 
expand its programs. This made 
sense since the Tri-Municipal’s 
not yet hired director would have 
to establish programs in North 
and Central Saanich before he 
could give much attention to 
Sidney’s programs. Now 
however, recreation in Sidney is 
to become the direct function of 
the Town Council and to be ad­
ministered by an already 
overworked member of the Town 
Staff and an interim program 
director. This situation creates 
chaos and confusion on the part of 
program leaders and par­
ticipants. The Town through the 
Recreation Commission did 
provide liability protection for 
leaders who ran programs in 
which accidental injury or 
property damage may occur. 
With the disbanding of the 
Commission are these leaders 
personally liable if they continue 
to operate these programs? It 
appears they may well be.
Council has in my experience 
hoarded power unto itself. It has 
continually been reluctant to 
delegate responsibility and 
decision-making to the 
Recreation Commission (which 
Council itself appoints), which by 
virtue of special interest and 
experience should be making 
more decisions of a recreational 
nature.
Council has continually un- 
derhudgeted recreation in this 
community, it being apparantly 
considered a luxurious frill 
rather than a necessary service.
Mayor Dear has traditionally 
appointed first year and female
aldermen to sit on the Recreation 
Commission, raising in my mind 
conjecture that he feels the 
sphere of competence of these 
people, and therefore the worth of 
this commission, limited.
Now the Recreation Com­
mission is to be summarily 
dismissed.
Why the urgency? Why was the 
knowledge that this was to 
happen communicated to 
Commission Chairman Dave 
Searle by the Mayor one hour 
before the legislation was in­
troduced?
Why were .some council 
members not advised until 
briefly before the meeting that 
the by-law was being prepared 
for introduction? Why was it not 
placed on the published agenda? 
Why the secrecy? Why the fait 
accompli?
I was a member of Council and 
the Commission until Dec. 31, and 
I had no knowledge it was about 
to happen. 1 have since been told 
by a Council source that Mayor 
Dear did not want it introduced 
until the January meeting
because 1 might create a 
disturbance over it.
C'omc on Council play 
politics with each other if you 
must, but not with the peoples’ 
business. That is unattractive. 1 
am ashamed of your shabby 
treatment of Commission 
members, leaders, and program 
participants who were not ad­
vised this was to happen at this 
point in time. That is pretty high 
handed treatment of people who 
have acted unselfishly on behalf 
of the community. 1 do not wish to 
cast aspersions on all council 
members. Some 1 have grown to 
respect, particularly Aldermen 
Gardner and Malcolm. Others 
who 1 started out respecting have 
lost that respect — not that they 
give a damn. On one or two others 
1 will withhold judgement until 
the final vote on the adoption of 
the by-law to recind the 
Recreation Commission by-law. 
A situation which will have 











provides spacious new 
accommodation with 
fully equipped kitchens, 
cable TV, phone, free 
parking and view 
balconies. All this for 
$10.00 single and ift.oo 
per additional 
guest . . .with compli ■ 
mentary coffee and tea 
service for your added 
enjoyment. On your 
next visit to Vancouver 
stay downtown at the
Mayfair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets.
Fur rt’\ c r ra f! oi'i.^ , irr/t(' to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-687-6751.
OBITUARIES
WILSON
At Queen Alexandra Solarium on 
January 6th, 1975, Cheryl Anne 
Wilson (Sam). Age 19 months. 
She leaves her loving parents, 
Garry and Anne, West Saanich 
Road, brothers Darryl and 
Samuel, at home, grandmother, 
Mrs. Ethel Wilson, Victoria, B.C., 
aunts, uncles, nieces and 
nephews.
Prayers were offered in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney B.C. on Wednesday 
January 8th, 1975 at8:00 p.m. The 
Rite of the burial of children was 
held in the Lady of Assumption 
Church, West Saanich Road on 
Thursday January 9th, 1975 at 
10:00 a.m. Rev. Father William 
Mudge celebrant. Interment in 
West Saanich Cemetery.
MORLEY
Passed away quietly at Rest 
Haven Hospital on January 10, 
1975, Mr. John Morley, aged 68 
years. Born in Fenton, Stoke-on- 
Trent, Staffs., England, late 
residence 9740 Eastview Drive, 
Sidney. B.C. He leaves his wife, 
Mary at home; son, Christopher, 
Victoria, B.C.; daughter, Angela 
Miller, Clearwater, B.C.; 5 
grandchildren, and his brother, 
Frank Morley, England.
Service was held in St. An­
drew’s Anglican Church, Sidney, 
B.C., on Tuesday, January 14, 
1975, at 1:00 p.m.. Rev. Robert A. 
Sansom. officiating. Cremation. 
Arrangements by the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C.
717 Wain Road, North Saanich, 
B.C. He leaves his wife, Hulda, at 
home, sons Oddvar, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., Henry, Ordale, 
Sask., Clifford and Vernon, 
Prince Rupert B.C., daughters, 
Mrs. Jack (Swanie) Starnes, 
North Surrey, B.C., Mrs. Robert 
(Marlene) Thompson, North 
Saanich, B.C., Mrs. Andrew 
(Gladys) Swanson High Level, 
Alberta, Mrs. Gerald (Betty) 
Humphries, W a in w right, 
Alberta, Mrs. Arnold (Lillian) 
Sletten, Prince Rupert, B.C., 21 
grandchildren, numerous great 
grandchildren; 4 sisters and 1 
brother in Norway.
Service will be held in Jordan 
Funeral Home, Shellbrook, Sask. 
Interment will be in Concordia 
Cemetery, Canwood, ASask, 
Arrangements by the Sands 




This Sunday why not 
treat the kids to an eye 
poppin’ free Magician 
Show and Sunday 
Dinner in the Sherwood 
Dining Room. They can 
order from "Robin 
Hood’s” special Kiddies’ 
Menu, that’s full of 
delights to suit the little 
ones.
123 Gorge Road East, on Hwy. 1A
On March 1, the Modified Grid System of claim staking will take effect in 
British Columbia. This is a far superior method of locating and identifying 
rnineral claims. It should lead to increased discoveries and developments,




At Rest Haven Hospital, on 
January 13, 1975, Mr. John 
Martinson Rydde, age 83 years. 
Born in Norway, late residence.
Before this can happen, 
records must be revised and maps must be 
prepared, using the Modified Grid System. And 





wishes to advise we are now processing 
1975 AUTOPLAN RENEWALS.
DO NOT DELAY
—• brinf); ill your Renewal Forms just as soon as you 
receive them in the mail and we will validate your 
iiisiirance and issue your (lecals I'or the comin)^ 
year.
Avoid tho last mlnut© rush..,soo us soon 
for fast and offlclont service.
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
LOST...FOUND
The Sidney RCMP delachment 
presently lias a number of ar­
ticles of found property in its 
possession.
the present system are not confused. So, there 
will be a moratorium beteween January 15 
and February 28 on claim staking in British 
Columbia. Remember, no claim staking dur­
ing this six-week period.
For a full report 
on innovations in B.C. mining, read ‘There 
Have Been Some Changes.” This booklet is 
available at Provincial Mining Recorder Offices.
Or, write to the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Victoria.
These include cash, hicyclos, a 
radio and other miscellaneous 
articles.
Persons who havo lost such 
goods are requested to contact 
tho local (Ictaclimcnt 





2348 Boacon Ave., 656-3928
Opposite Safeway Parking Lot
llfl
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 9
FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE






yy I c ri O CS
Prices Effective
Jan. 15-18






I $199fl lb. A
Stewing Beef
^Bottom Round 









Fancy Quality 48 fl. oz. tin 53 




Fresh Tasting 12 fl. oz.
Sun Rype
Apple juice
Blue Label 48 fl. oz. tin 65^ 
Case of 12 for ^7^^
Leaf Spinach. .
or Chopped. Bel-air $ '1 OO
Frozen. 12 ol pkg.
Gardenside Brand
Bartlett Pears
standard Qrtality 14 fl. oz. tin 2 far79^
12 for Case of 24 lor *8“
lostaiit Skim Milk
Powder. Carnation Brand ih e
Mix with Water 3^1
Gardenside Brand
Whole Tomatoes
standard Quality 28 fl. ol tin 2forS9^
12 for Case of 24 for
f^ob Hill Coffee
2 lb- $^29bag £.Whole Bean You grind it fresh
Town House Brand
Kernel Corn
Fancy Quality 14 fl. oz. tin 2 for 59^
12 for ^3^^ Case of 24 for ^6^^
Texas Grown
Grapefruit






Serve Buttered California Grown 
Canada No. 1 Grade lb.
iiJ ■
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Penalties Severe For Tax Offenses
From The Institute of 
Chartered Accountants 
of British Columbia
The Income Tax Act provides, 
in a number of areas, the tax 
collectors Vv'ith the authciity to 
impose a variety of penalties on 
tax-payers committing offences 
against the Act.
The Canadian income tax 
system relies on nonest self- 
assessment by taxpayers. The 
“big stick in the cupboard” is 
rarely used unless a taxpayer
obviously fails to comply with the 
law.
Apart from the rather ominous 
statement that “it is a serious 
offence to make a false return” 
which appears on the tax return, 
the only specific penalty referred 
to on the return is a penalty of 
five per cent of the unpaid tax 
and Canada Pension Plan con­
tributions for failure to file on the 
due date of April 30.
The penalties themselves 
range fromamounts of $25 or less 
up to substantial amounts plus
imprisonment according to the 
nature of the offence.
As more and more taxpayers 
are turning to other persons for 
assistance in preparation of 
returns, it should be noted that 
the Income Tax Act also provides 
for a broad range of penalties 
Governing offences by third 
parties.
Any person preparing or 
assisting in the preparation of an
individual’s return for com- 
. pensation is now required to 
discuss that fact on the face of the 
return.
Revenue-Canada has a special 
investigation division whose 
main responsibility it is to in­
vestigate suspected cases of tax 
evasion. Any taxpyaer con­
fronted by the special division 
will find that sympathy at the 
time is a rare commodity.
POLICE
NEWS
Snow and slippery streets 
caused three peninsula accidents 
recently, as drivers had trouble 
keeping their vehicles on the 
road.
Sidney police report that Barry 
Owen Larsen, of 10844 Madrona 
Dr., lost control of his car causing 
it to hit a power pole on Jan. 12. 
Damage was estimated at $500, 
{)olice said.
Brian Wright of 313 Word­
sworth, Victoria, was the driver 
of a car which slid off Bradley 
Dyne Road on Jan. 9, causing 
$800 damage to the evehicle, 
police said.
And on Jan. 8, Robert Bushby, 
of 10910 West Saanich Rd., slid off 
Land’s End Rd., causing $300 
damage. Sidney RCMP report.
Peninsula
People
' ' I ,'
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hafer, Central Saanich Rd., returned home in time 
to celebrate the New Year on Vancouver Island, following a 2V2 month 
holiday in Anchorage, Alaska, with their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. 
and Mrs. Dave Briscoe and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dixon Holloway, East Saanich Road, flew to Ottawa on 
December 20, where they spent Christmas and New Years with their 
daughter, Mrs. Jean Lang and her sons David and Ian. While there 
they also made a visit to Kingston where Dixon renewed his friendship 
with a W.W. 2 army buddy whom he hadn’t seen for almost thirty 
years.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Farrell, Simpson Road, flew to Calgary, December 
27, then drove out 250 miles with Mrs. Farrell’s two brothers to 
Altario, Alberta where they spent the New Year with relatives of Mrs. 
Farrell. While there they attended a 40th Anniversary of friends of 
theirs, as well as a wedding. The weather was lovely and roads were 
good, and they also visited friends and relatives in Edmonton, 
Lloydminster, Vulcan and Calgary before returning home last week.
J. Domanski, Altario, Alberta, who has been visiting at the home of 
his brother-in-law and sister, MMr. and Mrs. L. Farrell, for a few days 
left with F. Michell of Victoria for a month’s holiday in Australia and 
New Zealand.
Mrs. M. Meiklejohn, James White Blvd., had her nephew Keith 
Meiklejohn of Edmonton visiting with her and her daughter Pat 
during the Christmas Holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. W, Wills, Weiler Avenue, left for the Mainland on 
December 20 where they spent the holidays with their son-in-law and 
daughter Mr. and Mrs. Henry Watson and grandson Stephen, in 
Vancouver. They returned home on January 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivor T. Palmer of 1981 Stelly’s Crossroad enjoyed a ten 
day holiday at New Years with their daughter and son-in-law and their 
family, Mrs. Wm. Keck, in Nelson B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. David Adams of 7135 West Saanich Road and their 
small daughter, Kimberly, enjoyed a Christmas and New Year’s 
holiday with Mr. Adams parents in Salmon Arm, B.C.
Saanich Peninsula 
Arts & Crafts
are holding beginners Wood Carving 
Classes and Basic Drawing Classes in the 
evenings at St. John’s Church Hall. If in­
terested, Call 656-3841.
I-; Ja*'V !' I 1K'' i* 'i''*' r f.; 'il.-f' ',1.'',V”-,', ’S ■>' V/'v-n/ Vs ■■ v ‘1 ■ n *
^ \ \ I'L i '''I; IV 11' 1 ' 1' ■ ■ h' .
‘‘i', ■ '' f T r; "f, "........."
not everybody huddled around the fire last week, 
when cold weather and snow covered the peninsula. 
Toboggans, snowmen, forts and snowballs could bo seen 
in most areas as could a variety of chilled looking 
















^ with obvious results. By late Saturday evening 










PRICES EFFECTIVE 'I'lIUUH., Fill. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. fi.52-2411




SAVE 30X OFF MANFR’S LIST PRICE on 
IMPORTED, SUNWORTHY & WALDEC 
papers shown in our regular stock 
Offer good only while stock lasts. Hurry!
WALLPAPER SALE!
201 OFF - manufacturers list price on ALLBOOKS SHOWN... choose from the finest patterns, colors, textures
Color Your Wotid 
VINYL
WALLCOVERINGS
NEW! Our own fine quality papers. 
Pro-pnstod. Strippablo. Scrubbablo.
M OCH SINGLErCEigfO roll











A preparatory coal for walls; aids 
ovontLial removal of strippablo 
papers; contains 'hot spot' 
indicator for plastor walls. 
Conconlratod.
$098
Concentrate makes two quarts
WALLPAPER
SMOOTHER
Spongo pad holps to 








For wotting pro-paslod 
papers. 30 Inch length
59f?a,
HURRY - SALE ENDS JANUARY 2Ist
CoUnr Wur WaM
2436 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-5733
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From The Fast Files The Reriew
60 Years Ago
A NEW PHASE 
OF THE WAR
Latest news of the war shows 
very clearly that the active 
defeat of the enemy has begun in 
earnest. Five of the six 
dangerous German war ships 
have been put out of business, 
four of them having been sunk 
recently by the British fleet near 
Cape Horm,
On land, the allied forces of 
France, Belgium and Britain 
have not merely held the Ger­
mans back from the coast and 
from any approach towards 
Paris, but have now begun the 
drive which however slowly, til 
the enemy is fighting on his own 
soil.
FOR SALE
Two lots on Amelia avenue, 
$100 cash and $250 after two 
years.
HORSES WANTED 
The Dominion Government has 
appointed Col. A.D. McRae, of 
Vancouver, to buy horses for the 
mounted Rifle Brigade, which is 
noA' organized for the front. A 
minimum in height of fourteen 




Among the merchants in 
Sidney who have favored the 
Review with very handsome 
calendars this year were Mr. Jas 
McNaught proprietor of the 
Sidney Livery Stable. The title of 
the picture thereon brings very 
clearly to mind the troubles of the 
automobile owner these rainy 
days compared to that of the 
driver of a fine livery horse. 
WHERE SIDNEY LEADS 
In undertaking to plant shade 
trees in Beacon avenue the Board 
of Trade deserves the active co­
operation of the residents of 
Sidney, and of the government, 
whose consent, it appears, is 
necessary before work is done on 
the road. In installing im­
provements such as this and the 
lighting system, before the town 
is incorporated, Sidney is 
displaying an unusual spirit of 
progress which should go far to 
influence the government to 




The“01d Mill”, the historic 
relic of days long before Sidney 
came into existence, when Shoal 
Harbour was the front door of 
North and South Saanich is no 
longer wanted.
There is no building in North 
Saanich with more interesting 
associations than the Old Mill. As 
mill, post office, general store, 
hotel and residence it has gone 




The Saanich Canning Co. 
factory opened on Saturday 
morning for a few days. About 20 
men went to work putting up a 
shipment of clams. In the neigh­
borhood of fifty men applied 
when the factory opened and as 
many as could be given work 
were taken on. Married men 
were given preference by the 
management.
BENCHES TO BE
Provided on Sidney 
PUBLIC WHARF
Steps toward the purchase of 
benches to be placed on the wharf 
at the end of Beacon Avenue were 
taken by the Sidney Board of 
Trade at its last meeting of the 
year on Tuesday evening.
SALT SPRING ISLAND 
ADAPTED TO 
CHICKEN RAISING 
That the climate and soil of Salt 
Spring Island are admirably 
adapted for poultry raising was 
proved by the exhibits ai their 
Rrst annual show of the Salt 
Spring Island Poultry 
Association, which was held at 
Ganges on the 18th inst. The show 
was quite a success and the 
committee, of which Mr. Walter 
Harvey is secretary, have every 
reason to be gratified at the 
result of the new venture. In 
addition to the poultry section 
there was a very fair showing of 
ducks, geese and turkeys.
THE SIDNEY HOTEL 
P.N. Tester, Proprietor 
Kates $2.00 Per Day 
Special Rates by the Month 
First Class Bar in Connection 
with a Fine Selection of Choice 
-Wines, Liquors and Cigars
LOCALS
AND PEIISONALS 
Mr. J.H. Williams, proprietor 
of the Sidney Drug Store, has 
rented the house formerly oc­






The Type For This Issue Was 
Obtained F'rom This Labour 
Saving Device And Can Be Set 
Less Than Half the Time For­
merly Taken For Same Purpose
To keep abreast of the times 
and in order to reduce the cost of 
production to minimum, the 
management of the Sidney and 
Islands Review recently pur­
chased a typesetting machine of 
the make known as the Monoline.
It is impossible to give a minute 
detail of this little wonder here, 
and if we did so, perhaps it would 
not be understood. The 
management therefor -extend a 
cordial invitation to any and all of 
its readers to come in any time 
they are down town and see for 
themselves this machine in ac­
tion.
WORDS ABOUT WOMEN
Nowadays a girl need not be 
afraid of being seen in the em­
brace of her young man. A ready 
excuse is that they were doing 
one of the new dances.
famous Texaco gas and oils and 
invites motorists to pull up and 
try a tank of Texaco.
NORTH SAANICH 
BARGAINS
Six roomed house and three 
large nicely treed lots. Very nice 
beach, southern exposure, light 
and telephone, on Saanich inlet. 
This is a bargain at $3150. Terms.
Three acres. All cleared. Good
view, good soil. A nice building 
site. At $150 per acre.
TWILKJUTRECITAL 
FEB. 17th
(.)f interest to all music lovers 
will be the announcement that a 
“Twilight Recital” of vocal 
music is being planned for 
Sunday. Miss Dorothy Parsons 
who lias won such acclamation in 
festival and peratic circles, is to 
be an outstanding feature.
“BOHEMIA”
IS THE TOPIC FOR 
WEDNESDAY
Next Wednesday, will be the 
big night this month in Sidney 
when the fourth of the series of 
the men's suppers for the present 
season will be held in Weslev Hall
at the usual hour of 6:30 p.m. The 
committee has a great deal of 
pleasure in presenting Alan 
Chambers as speaker for the 
oceasion when his topic will be 
“Bohemia, Past and Present.”
COMING EVENTS
The Choral Society members
are busy rehearsing for a grand 
concert to be presented under the 
leadership of Mr. E.E. Vinen, 
Mus. Bac. It is expected that, 
some excellent visiting talent will 
also be included on this occasion.




Campbell’s Spaghetti, 2 tins — 
19c
Roger’s Syrup, 2 lb. tins — 16c 
Juicy lemons, dozen — 23c - 
Lynn Valley Peaches, tin — 18c 




The Review is informed by 
Frank Hunt of a business tran­
saction wherby Mr. Hunt will 
reopen the former Readings and 
Son service station, Beacon 
Avenue at Fifth Street.
In choosing a name he decided 
to call the establishment the 
Sidney Garage.
• Mr. Hunt will handle the
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY
lake notice that the first sitting of the Court of Revision to hear appeals 
concerning the 1975 ASSESSMENT ROLL for the TOWN OF SIDNEY will 
be held as follows
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
SAANICH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. (i:!
COURT ROOM 





Dated at Sidney, B.C.
the 15th day of January, 1975.





Jan. 15th to 31st
WHITE'S TELEVISION
Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre
2363 Beacon Ave. 656-3012
METRO TOYOTA USED CAR SALE
1972 Corvette Stingray 
1974 Camero Z28
1972 Chev Rally Sport 




1972 Corolla 4 Dr.
1974 Celica GT
1972 Vega
1973 Chev Blazer 4x4
1974 Toyota FJ55 4x4 
1970 Ford LTD.
1972 Mazda P/U 











'y.;/'ll '*.‘<1;! I'l k'. h-J ■ ' .V ' i f ''
All Cars Esso Clinic Tested 





1971 Olds Cutlass 442
1971 Ford Capri
1972 Dodge Colt SW
1972 Celica ST 
1971 Corona 4 Dr.
1974 Corolla SR5
1966 Olds Vista Cruiser S/W
1973 Toyota FJ40 4x4
1973 Ford LTD 
1968 Ford XLT







1974 Alfa Spyder Conv.
REMEMBER AT METRO NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED
METRO TOYOTA
625 FRANCIS STREET
LTD. OPEN MON. - FRL 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
SAT. til 6 p.m.
SALES 386-3516
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Agricultural Society Wants Fairground Rezoned
The North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society have’’ 
decided to seek rural status for 
their Saanichton Fair site on East 
Saanich Road.
In a formal application to 
Central Saanich subdivision and 
zoning committee Monday 
evening; the society requested 
that the six parcels of land 
comprising the fairgrounds be 
rezoned from residential to rural.
Deputy administrator Gay 
Wheeler told the committee that 
the land is within the district’s 
residential zone and is on the 
municipal sewer system. It was 
excluded from the agricultural 
land reserve, Wheeler said, 
adding that tiie effect of the 
rezoning would be to prohibit 
small lot development and to 
lower future tax increases.
In reply to a question from one 
of the aldermen present, Wheeler 
said that taxes on the property 
would not be reduced, but would 
increase in future at a lower rate 
under rural designation than as 
residential land.
Aid. Ray Lament queried 
society spokesman John Looey on 
the effect the rezoning might
WOULD CUT TAX INCREASES
have if the society wanted to sell 
the land at some future date.
“We’ve given that a lot of 
thought,” Looey said, adding that 
the matter had been under 
discussion by society members 
for nearly a year.
‘‘We either do it now (change 
the zoning) or sell it and get out,” 
he said, adding however: ‘‘At the 
moment we have no intention 
whatsoever of moving.”
Mayor Jean Butler told Looey 
that she still wondered ‘‘why you 
didn’t consider calling it 
agricultural.”
Looey replied that the society 
board felt that seeking 
designation under the 
agricultural land reserve as 
agricultural land would make it 
‘‘far harder to get out of at a later 
date.”
An agricultural designation 
means that land has been frozen 
for agricultural purposes, while a 
rural label is applied to all other 
land in the. district not 
specifically designated 









Suggesting that the application 
be referred to the advisory 
planning commission for study 
and comment (a first step in 
rezoning). Aid. Percy Lazarz 
said he favoured ‘‘anything we 
can do to support the fair.”
Still not satisfied, however, 
committee Chairman Ray 
Lamont again raised problems
that might arise it the society 
decides someday to move to 
another site.
‘‘In future,” he said, ‘‘I’m 
fearful of it having to go to 
another (public) hearing and be 
opposed because it’s beautiful 
parkland in the middle of a 
residential area.”
The motion, referring the 
application to the advisory 
planning committee was sub­
sequently approved.
Pender Island Lot 
Raffle Prize
9:30 a.m. Carpet Bowling 
10 a.m. Liquid Embroidery - Weaving 
Noon Lunch
1 p.m. Dressmaking - Bridge - Beadwork 
7 p.m. Crib
10 a.m. Needlepoint - keep fit - Quilting 
Noon Lunch
1:30 Stretch & Sew - Knitting
2 p.m. Jacko 
7 p.m. Evening Cards 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Open for Drop-ins 
10 a.m. Quilting - Ceramics 
Noon Lunch
1 p.m. French - Ceramics
2 p.m. Films
10 a.m. Oil Painting - Serenaders practice 
Noon Lunch
1 p.m. Watercolours - Oils 
1:15 p.m. Whist 
7 p.m. Shuffleboard 
10 a.m. Rug Hooking - Novelties 
10:30 a.m. Mah-jongg
Noon Hot Dinner
2 p.m. Concert with the Naden Band 
7 p.m. Evening Cards
DAILY
Horseshoes - Cards - Shuffleboard. Morning coffee arid afternoon tea 
served every day Mon. to Fri. with a special Hot Dinner each Wed. 
Senior Citizens of the district and visitors welcome.
A new, building to house 34 
handicapped persons with 
communal dining facilities is on 
the drawing board in Victoria and 
to aid the essential raising of 
money for the project the 
Association of Real Estate 
Salesmen is organising a raffle of 
a two acre lot on South Pender 
Island, which was donated for the 
purpose by a public spirited 
resident of the island.
These tickets are available at 
real estate offices on the 
peninsual as well as from 
numerous other outlets including 
the stores of Goodwill En­
terprises. The prize is an in­
teresting one and the project is 
vital and only part of the am­
bitious schemes for housing the 
handicapped which are en­
visaged by the Vancouver Island 
Housing Association for the 
Physically Disabled.
The present plans are for
apartment accommodation for 24 
single persons and five couples, 
with a special dining room and 
lounges. The building has been 
specifically designed for easier 
living by those who have to get 
around in wheelchairs or with 
crutches, walkers or canes. 
Doors will be wider, ramps or flat 
access will occur rather than 
steps, and handholds will be 
placed in bathrooms and similar 
areas. All of this will be adjacent 
to accommodation opened in 1973 
which provided no meal services. 
Also slated for the area is an 
activity centre with recreational 
facilities for. which money will 
partly be provided by this raffle.
The need for such ac­
commodation is vital, the raffle 
prize is an intriguing one and 
tickets can be obtained from real 
estate offices and Goodwill stores 
— a painless way of helping a 
^vcvy practical project.
BUS NO. 7 RETIRES
‘‘Awful shape” was the 
description given by chairman 
Norma Sealey at Monday night’s 
school board meeting of old bus 
No. 7.
‘‘Worse than No. 2 — it has 
been out of service for quite some 
time”, she added, approving a 
move that the old bus be sold.
The board recommended that 
tenders be sought for the pur­
chase of the old vehicle - as is - 
and that if any are received in 
excess of $1,525 That the board 
consider selling it.
Bus No. 7 was the subject of 
controversy late last year when a 
former driver charged that its 
brakes were not functioning 
properly, contributing to an 
accident in which the bus ran into 
the rear of another vehicle.
Bus No. 2 Gets Light Duty
The peninsula school board 
recommended Monday that 
school bus No. 2 be taken off the 
daily run and be used as a spare 
only, as' soon as possible.
The board approved a motion 
that approval be sought from the 
Minister of Education to pur­
chase a new school bus to replace
the old vehicle — which 
190,000 miles to its credit.
has
Trustee Ross Ingram reported 
to the Board that a mechanic had 
informed him the vehicle would 
not stand up too much longer to 
the daily grind, and would not be 
dependable.
SATELLITE 656-2642
ON THE SIDNEY WHARF FOOT OF BEACON
FRESH DUNGENESS,,
pnnn ocean fresh ^ j
UllHD READY TO EAT *
WHITING
FILLETS 901b
1 Whole Sockeye Salmon
1 BY THE WHOLE FISH
$1 50L LB.
1 Fresh Sole Fillets $120J.LB.
Iling cod fillets $110ji LB.
Fashion Eyewear with a
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 




^ 1 I'ferkiicri'ic .m.
presgriptnhd opvigal
1025 Douglas St.
1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C, 
102-9775 4th St. 
Sidney, B.C.
r We can make 
your T uesday &. Thursday 
by treating you to our
only
Served in the comfort 
of our Sherwood Dining Rdom
Phone tor Reservations 
38S>1422
j SMOKED ALASKA FRESH SOOKE I
BUCK coo OYSTERS 1
1 £135 1/2 PINT 4® 1I • 11 PINT ^2® 1
QUART 53^ 1
We can make 
your day...
i23 GORGE ROAD EAST ON HIGHWAY 1A «
\ I







Present The Sound For 1975 At The Airport Travelodge Banquet Room On Thursday, Jan. 23 From 6:30 P.M. 
Electrohome’s Representative Mr. Rick Payne Will Answer The Many Questions You May Have Regarding
Sound Equipment For Your Home.
Listen To Quad, Dance To Quad. Wine and Cheese Will Be Served
WHITE’S TELEVISION
2363 BEACON AVE.
Your Home Entertainment Centre 
SIDNEY, B.C. 656-3012
f. -',r 1' Y r'lTi ■ I J 1''b'-i ’ll).i'TV.V
M
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It has been suggested that a provincial election 
will be called this year.
Do you think the N,D,P, will be re-elected?
PATRICIA SUTTON 
Sidney
“I’m not sure. I’m a 
newcomer to Canada.”
“I think that there is a 
lot of criticism.”
“If it continues, it will 




“Yes, I think so.”
“Not on the grounds of 
what they have done, but 
because there is no viable 
alternative.
“Yet I don’t think that' 
people are happy with 




“I don't think they 
should be.”
“I think they are aoing 
too much to. the 
businessmen.”
“I don't think that the 
businessmen are too 
happy with the taxes and 
so on.”
“I think that people arc 
annoyed about what they 
are doing.”
" X... .. •*.
F.J.H. BACON 
Sidney
“I sincerely hope not.”
“I don’t like socialism.”
“This isn’t a socialist 
province.”
“They should stick to a 
conventional sort of 




“I don’t think so.”
“I don’t think they have 
the support they had when 
they first came in.”
“There’s too many 




“I have my doubts.” 
“It's hard to say.”
“A lot of the stuff that 
they said they would do 
they haven’t done.”
“I don’t believe in taking 
over private enterprise.”
BUTCHART GARDENS LOVELY IN WINTER
by MARY NORRIS 
Special to the Sidney Review
Most people likely think of 
Butchart Gardens as a place to 
visit in the summer, but it can be 
a beautiful walk in the winter as 
well.
The usual visiting period falls 
somewhere between the first of 
April and the end of October, 
because it is then that the blooms 
are out.
But it doesn’t necessarily take 
flowers to make Butchart’s a 
place of beauty.
After a light snowfall last week, 
the lawns and beds were 
smoothed by a soft white 
covering, and the dormant trees 
made stark and eerie shapes 
against the gray sky.
And even though the numbers 
are not as great as in the summer 
months, visitors still go in a 
steady stream to see the gardens 
by winter.
“If the day is nice, local people 
will come out with visiting guests 
and relatives,’’ Walter Dod- 
sworth, the manager of But­
chart’s, said in a Review in­
terview.
“One day there might be only
thenfive or six people, and 
another there will be more.’’
“On Christmas Day, we had 
quite a few people out.’’
Even though some enjoy 
viewing the intricate landscaping 
and shrubbery by winter, the 
garden’s main concern is with 
summer-blooming plants.
“Once the admission charge 
goes off - and that usually occurs 
around the end of October - we 
start preparing the beds for the 
next season. Even if something is 
in bloom we rip it up to get the 
bulbs in for next year.’’ Dod- 
sworth explained.
“The cover charge is there for 
people to pay to see blooms. 
Therefore there is no charge if 
there are no blooms.”
“We are actually horticultural 
display gardens - so if we have 
nothing to display, we do not 
charge,” he added.
During the winter months the 
staff at Butchart’s are busy 
preparing for the next season of 
visitors.
The women in the seed store 
spend time packaging seeds and 
lavender sachets for sale to 
future flower-lovers.
For example, up to 14,000 
souvenir packages are assem­
bled containing 8 different kinds 
of seeds each. All will be sold by 
next year.
The greenhouses are full to the 
brim with gorgeous colours of 
plantlets and blossoms - being 
readied for display outside when 
warm weather comes again.
The estate at Butchart Gardens 
was originally the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Butchart. 
Manager Dodsworth explained 
that in the early days. Tod Inlet 
was a company town for the 
cement plant that was in the 
area..
“The property was never 
planned as horticultural gardens 
- it was strictly a private estate,” 
he explained;
Mrs. Butchart decided to 
beautify the no longer used stone 
quarry, and the beautification 
process seemed to carry on.
“It still is a private estate - 
owned and operated by Mr. Ian 
Ross - a grandson of the original 
Mr. Butchart,” Dodsworth ad­
ded.
“It has never been out of family 
hands since 1904,”
WAITING FOR WARMER WEATHER before being 
transplanted into outside flower beds, colourful plants 
and blossoms grow inside one of Butchart’s many 
greenhouses.
Air Cadet Squadron 
In Canada
OPINION
Tops MUNICIPAL FINANCING: FROM BAD TO FAIR
The “Top Squadron” award for 
1974 has been won by the 676 
Squadron of Sidney, the Air Cadet 
League of Canada announced last 
week.
The Sidney Squadron, spon­
sored by the Kinsmen Club, was 
selected as the latest winner of 
the RCAF Association Trophy, 
awarded annually to the air cadet 
squadron assessed as the most 
proficient in Canada.
All 380 Squadrons in Canada 
are reviewed, and final judging is 
carried out by a national awards 
committee.
' The Commanding Officer of 
No. 676 kinsmen Squadron is 
Capt. J.H. McLeod, a former 







In her opening remarks to the 
Monday meeting of the Peninsula 
school board. Chairman Norma 
Sealey stated what she felt should 
be the approach of this year’s 
board.
“As elected officials we must 
regard our position as one of trust 
and responsibility to be used for 
the welfare of the schools and the 
community, and to administer 
the public education program of 
the school district in as 
progressive, far-sighted, 
educationally-sound, but 
economically-feaslble manner as 
possible.
“We must recognize that 
authority rests with the Board ns 
a corporate body, nnd not in 
individual members.
“We must conduct the business 
of the Board in an open fashion 
where possible, and express 
honest opinions in meetings in 
order to arrive at the best 
possible decision.
“Wo must keep informed on all 
educational developments of 
significance, which is becoming 
an onerous task, ns there is an 
ovcr-incronsing number of new 
developments in the education 
field,
“Wo must act in the best in­
terests of tho whole district, 
rather than just our particular 
areas,
“Finally wc must strive to 
provide educational opportunity 
for nil students in tho school 
district, remembering that our 
a|)t!cific role is to encourage the 
best possible standards of public
school education locally....
“If wo can all approach tho 
Board table wtth n spirit of 
mutual tolerance, understanding 
and co-operntion I feel confident 
that this Board is capable of 
great accomplishments in llie 
field of education.’’
Sidney’s air cadets have been 
described as outstanding 
representatives of Canada’s air j 
cadet movement.
In a publication detailing their 
history & achievements the 
Sidney cadets are said to be 
“seeking challenge and toil at the 
old-fashioned virtues, working 
concientiously, accepting 
discipling, showing leadership 
and developing a sense of 
responsibility.”
The local squadron has won the 
D.R. MacLaren Trophy, an 
award to the most proficient air 
cadet squadron in the province, a 
total of five times.
No other squadron in the' 
province has achieved this high 
honour.
Formation of the squadron took 
place on July 3, 1958 and con­
sisted of 32 cadets, seven officers 
and instructors.
Today, the squadron, still I 
sponsored by the Sidney Kinsmen 
club, has a standing strength of 91 
cadets and 8 officers and in­
structors.
The squadron also has many 
other achievements to its credit.
It has created a commercial 
pilot’s license assistance! 
program, whereby cadets and ex­
cadets who received their private 
pilots license while in the I 
squadron, receive assistance in 
obtaining their commercial pilots | 
license.
The squadron also offers a 
program of aircraft design and 
construction. After an estimated 
four years work, the cadets will 
have their own squadron-built 
aircraft - a first in B.C.
The squadron also offers 
training in seamanship, bush- 
survival and map reading skills.
Commenting on the squadron’s 
most recent honour, Capt. 
McLeod said “The kids have 
worked hard and tho staff has 
worked hard to maintain tho 
esprit de corps and tho high 
standards of the squadron.”
Premier Dave Barrett’s proposal to share with 
municipalities revenues from natural gas ex­
portation could be a method of delaying a much- 
needed increase in municipal per capita grants.
Barrett’s scheme, devised in the hopes of 
ending the federal-provincial battle over natural 
- gas taxation, would set a precedent for B.C. — 
revenue from natural resources has never been 
shared with municipalities.
At the premier’s press conference last Friday, 
which was broadcast live throughout the 
province, Barrett stated an immediate increase 
in the export price of natural gas from the 
current $1 per thousand cubic feet, to $1.35, with 
a further increase to $1.93 by the end of 1975, 
will provide approximately $180 million in 
profits.
Split it three ways, across the. board, he says. 
For municipalities, $60 million will double the 
amount now received by local government 
through per capita grants, which is their main 
source of revenue, Barrett said.
So why aren’t British Columbia mayors 
rejoicing at the prospect of this new-found for­
tune?
Possibly because it still has to hieet with the 
; approval of Federal Energy Minister Donald 
; MacDonald and Charles Drury, minister of state 
: for science and technology.
DROP IN THE BUCKET
; Or maybe because $60 million is a drop in the 
; bucket after it’s been divided among all the 
; municipalities in the province, 
i Or maybe it’s because they don’t believe the 
: premier.
i Both Sidney Mayor Stan Dear and Central 
j; Saanich Mayor Jean Butler expressed some 
•: skepticism over the proposed plan, although both 
admitted they weren’t familiar with the content 
I of the premier’s statemnt..
•: More money from the provincial government
is great, says Dear, providing there are no 
strings attached.
I But if there’s no substantial increase in the per 
capita grant this year municipalities aren’t 
:• much further ahead, he said, adding the per 
:• capita grant, now $34 per person, should be 
double that.
!•: The provincial government “can call it what
I they like,” ho said, but tho money all comes from 
ii; the same place.
I The set-up proposed by the premier this time is 
I a little different — no extra costs to be incurred 
jii by the B.C. consumers, he says, 
iji Instead, the government intends to dip into the 
i;i “already over-flowing coffers" of the petroleum 
companies, said Barrett.
The companies have already cut back on: 
exploration within the province and it’s doubtful 
any decrease in profits is going to provide any •: 
incentive to conduct more drilling tests.
Barrett’s prediction of $180 million profits this 
year must be based on the assumption that the 
oil companies are going to produce at least as ■; 
much as they did last year.
If they don’t, where does that leave the \ 
municipalities?
Struggling with an inadequate per capita grant ■ 
and an idea by, the premier that didn’t ; 
materialize.
A while ago Mayor Dear presented a brief to ; 
council on per capita grants. When the grants 
were $26, he said, they should have been $40.
If the grants had been increased at the same 
rate as the cost of living, he added, substantial 
mill rate increases wouldn’t be warranted.
Municipal councils have been expecting a 
substantial boost in the per capita grants^ for a 
number of years, he said. •
COULD BE FARCE
Mayor Butler agrees the government’s 
revenue-sharing proposal could be a farce.
“I certainly hope that it isn’t his (Barrett’s) 
intention to use this to get around increasing the 
per capita grant,” Butler said.
After British Columbia mayops presented their 
somewhat dismal inaugural speeches last week,
Mr. Barrett was asked if they could expect any 
legislation to provide financial help to 
municipalities during the next legislative. 
session, which begins Feb. 18. '
“You can’t predict the legislation until it 
happens,” was his reply.
Robert Prittie, deputy minister of municipal 
affairs, said he didn’t know if there would be an 
increase in the per capita grant this year.
The provincial government has, however,; 
assisted municipalities by taking over the; 
responsibility of operating the provincial court 
system and by taking over welfare costs in : 
larger centres.
There are a number of pieces of existing : 
legislation, such as the Community Recreation 
Facilities Act or the Sewage Facilities 
Assistance Act, which alleviate the financial 
burden carried by municipalities,!^ said.
But judging by inaugural speeches last week 
it’s blatantly obvious the government still isn’t 
carrying Its fair .share.
There is one other possibility -- maybe Mr. 
Barrett’s scheme will work. And If | ;i;|M 
municipality’s are really lucky, maybe he’ll 
increase the per capita grant too. -1
If that happens, tho municipal financial pic- 
turn might change from bad to fair.
HOSPITAL START 
POSSIBLE THIS YEAR
According to both a lien 1th 
department spokesman nnd 
Regional Hospital , Board 
Chairman Art Young, con­
struction on the 75 bed acute care 
peninsula hospital wing could 
start this year.
Health Minister Dennis Cocke 
has given his approval to tho now 
addition, nnd has offered tho 
planning services of tho B.C, 
Hospital Insurnnco Sorvico to 
help hasten completion of the $15 
million wing.
, Cocke, however, also suggested 
that tho now hospital will be 
limited to 150 beds (Including 75 
extended care beds) with little 
hope of any expansion In the 
future.
In n letter to the regional 
board, tho minister said planning 
for the building could proceed, 
adding that time could be saved If 
the •BCHI.S planning facilities 
were used to prepare the func­
tional program.
Such cooperation Ivis boon used 
on other small hospitals.
resulting In saved time because 
BCHIS must otherwise check and 
approve each phase of planning if 
others do tho work.
llo-eloctod to tho board 
chairmanship by acclamation 
last week. Young said ho hoped 
both tho peninsula hospital and 
an extended care facility in 
Victoria could both begin tills 
year.
And for peninsula residents, 
tho decision on tho now hospltai 
wing may have come just In time 
— for Young predicts that funds 
from tho last $22,5 million 
hospital referendum will 
disappear fast.
About $2,5 million has already 
gone for now oriulpmont nnd 
renovations at Victoria hospitals, 
nnd n further $5 million will bo 
spent on tho Mount Newton ad­
dition,
And while the remaining $15 
million may sound “like n heck of 
a lot of money,” Young said, 
“I’m sure ... we'll be going lo the 
provincial government for more 
money.”
PRAIRIE II ‘FILLED ID CAPACITY’
Gavin Harpor and his wife Bov 
are very happy with tho way their 
now pub, tho Prairie Inn, lias 
become so popular.
“It’s filled to capacity every 
night,” Bev Harper told Tho 
Review on Thursday.
Tho pub was opened on Boxing 
day and has boon a popular 
mooting place over since,
"Business will probably taper 
off,” adds Ms. Harpor, “right 
now people from town come out 
for a look, but might not come 
back.”
Mpeh of the trade Is with local ■ ’ 
people, too.
Many neighborhood people j ? 
come in on n regular basis, and |;V | 
meet, with other nolghborhoiid , .'I
residents they might never hove 
mot before, had it not been for the 
pub. '
, “Everybody has boon so nice,“ 
Harper told Tho Review, “there's 
no trouble at all. Tho 10 year olds 
nnd tho older people mix well, ; 
nnd everyone seems to enjoy, 
himself." v
“r VO mot n lot of people I never ; 
knew wore hero,” she added, y.
MOTHERS’ MAROI CHAIRMAN APPOINTED
Doug Logie of Sidney has been 
appointed chairman of tho 1075 
Kinsmen Mothers’ March on the 
rxjnlnsula.
As chairman for tho Sidney 
Kinsmen Club, Logie joins over 
na counterparts In centres around 
B.C, who organize this annual 
canvass for funds lo provide 
sorvicos for the physically 
disabled of the province.
His first task will be to recruit 
volunloors from tho peninsula
who will march this year during 
tho week of February 3 to B. ?
Funds collected In tho Motliers' 
March are used to deliver, 
nocoBsary vocatlonalj' 
rocroatlonnl, oducntlonnl niid 
resonreh services to 
province's disabled '
the
Volunteers who would like to 
assist this year's Mothers' March 
Campaign are asked lo call MrSf 
L, Gardner nlC50-15fl0 orflB(l-ll71i
'■ i:
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What Goad Ms it?
by H.V. Green 
Former Review Editor
January! What good may be 
said of a month that starts with a 
hangover. and ends in a tax­
payer’s nightmare?
When the twelve days of 
Christmas are over and the tinsel 
and glitter has been relegated to 
cardboard boxes in the 
basement, what is there left to 
cheer the flagging spirit and 
relieve the unmitigated gloom 
nurtured by world events and 
propagated daily by writers and 
announcers?
The first day of the month is the 
most eagerly anticipated in the 
whole calendar; it is greeted with 
alcoholic enthusiasm in an at­
mosphere that relegates all that 
has gone before to the limbo of 
forgotten things, and then comes 
the awakening, to the daily round 
- the common task.
Aftermath of the festivities is 
the realization df accounts 
received and liabilities yet to be 
ascertained. Sooner or later there
1 '
to the commercials, of whicli our 
forebears knew nothing, have we 
not a cure for almost every ill?
We certainly have amenities to 
while away the Winter evenings 
that they never dreamt of: good 
light to read by, entertainment 
and music at the touch of a 
switch, instant transportation 
when required, and the means of 
immediate communication with 
relatives and friends as desired.
Diversions both simple and 
complicated are too numerous to 
mention. There is pleasure in 
spending some hours looking 
over the new seed catalogues, for 
they leave an impression that 
gardening is beautifully un­
complicated and rewarding.
Better still is a session pon­
dering over future travel and 
holiday possibilities. For 
maximum stimulous it helps to 
delve into one’s stock of old maps 
and guide books, to remember 
past pleasures and experiences, 
and to plan in the imagination
fabulous travels in the future. 
They may no\'er materialize but, 
no matter, armchair expeditions 
into the world beyond cost 
nothing, and are not beset with 
the vexations inevitable as one 
moves around!
Very little more on the subject 
of .January comes tomina, except 
that the 21sl is the Feast of St 
Agnes, the eve of which was once 
of great importance to unmarried 
girls. The saint, it was believed, 
had a particular urge to guide 
them lo marriage and last 
happiness.
The poet Keats wrote of this in 
his poem “The Eve of St. Agnes,” 
commencing with the following 
stanza appropriate to January:
“St. Agnes Eve...ah, bitter chill 
it was!
The owl, for all his feathers, 
was a-cold,
The hare limp’t trembling 
through the frozen grass.
And silent was the flock in 
woolly fold.”
BOOK REVIEW
“'I’O 'ITIE (iE.\TLE.ME.\ of the Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Brigade. A token of appreciation for good and faithful 
services. ‘The Chappuis’ of 9751 Fourth Street,” reads 
the inscription on this new Sherlock-Manning piano, 
donated to the department in December by Marcel 
Chappuis. A resident on Fourth Street in Sidney for 
more than 25 years, Mr. Chappuis recently moved to 
Victoria.
BY Bea Bond
THE NONSUCH, by 




The photos, maps and sketches 
(the latter two by Captain Adrian 
Small with his fine script-written 
notes), as well as the details of 
construction and the imaginative 
details of her final resting-place
in the Manitoba Museum of Man 
and Nature in Winnipeg, all help 
to make this publication a most 
interesting and well-prepared 
volume. Truly a credit, as Laird 
Rankin’s first publication.
For the thousands who saw this 
replica of the seventeenth cen­
tury ketch, (many of whom will 
have met the author, who spent 
five years with the ship and who 
was hired by the Hudson's Bay 
Company to “mastermind” the 
North American travels), this 
publication will prove most in­
formative and at times most 
amusing.
Local residents, both in Sidney 
and the Gulf Islands, will be 
interested in a page from the log 
of Captain Small, with a sketch of 
the Nonsuch at Dock Island, to 
recreate “how a sailing ship was 
hauled out before the days when 
docks were constructed”, to 




For The Magnificent Turn-Out At
Last Week’s Blood Donor Clinic
The Kinsmen 
Of Sidney
must be personal study session to 
assess the capability of meeting 
all commitments. The task is the 
more difficult because the 
spectre of inflation looms ever 
larger.
But so far, this year, 
January has had its com­
pensations, as we remember, for 
instance, the glorious sunshine 
and warmth of New Year’s Day.
A day when the glitter of the 
ocean,was too dazzling for the eye 
to. contemplate, and nature of­
fered a benificent bonus of beauty 
at a time when other horizons 
' tended to be downright gloomy 
and menancing.
For those who yearn for tlie 
seasonable blanket of snow there 
is still ample time for their 
wishes to be fulfilled, but the later , 
arrival of frosts and winter 
storms is always tempered by the 
knowledge that Spring is not so 
far ahead.
Of this there is ample evidence 
already. At this writing there are 
four boulevard trees visible from 
the window which are leafless but 
covered with delicate pink 
blossom. Of the prunus family 
presumably the blooms 
withstand the onslaught of wind 
and rain, and in previous years 
have remained to cheer the 
darkest days until the new leaf 
appears.
In the garden the roses have 
not ceased to bloom, and many 
unexpected flowers are a delight 
among the slowly emerging 
growth of Spring bulbs and 
perennial plants.
We are reminded, however; of 
the old saying “as the days 
lengthen, the cold' strengthens,,’ 
so the seasonable periods of frost 
and ice must still be expected at 
this time of mid-Winter. Indeed, 
earlier generations greatly 
feared too long a period of mild 
weather in the darkest months, 
as reflected by another old saying 
' of the past: “A green Christmas 
means a full churchyard!”
In these days of advanced 
medical science, health care and 
welfare, we may largely discount 
the more pessimistic trend of 
traditional warnings. According
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In Polyesters, Wool Etc.




All Reduced Regular Selling Prices
BOYS NUMBERED LADIES BRA'S
50% Polyester T CUIDT Canadian 
r.nttnn ■ "vi I ■ I * I Made& 50% Cotton
Wonder Bra, Esquisite Form, Daisy Fresh 
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In Solid Colors 
Long Sleeve
Crew Neck 









Contrasting Color Bodice 
From Shoulder To Bustline.
Reg. Selling *6” Now
GIRLS HOUSECOATS
Hush Puppy Lines 
& Similar.





Reg. Selling *8” Now
Large Assortment Of Mens Polyester
$rq99








2 PIECE SUITS 
& CO-ORDINATES
In Latest Styles & Colors
& LESS
Mens Ladies
PULLOVER SWEATERS Polyester & CottonPLAID PANTS
100% Acrylic Doubleknit 
Plain Colors With 




Narrow Waist Band 





50% Polyester 50% Cotton 
Long Sleeve Button Cuffs
Assort Colors 
Suggested Selling *6” Now
$297




(Shop Early For This One)
Now
Ladies White Knee High
RUBBER BOOTS
SCARF & TAM 
SETS
Broken Size Range *1 99 Acrylic Knit Reg. *2” Now
Junior
SLAP SHOT PRACTISE SET
Includes Metal Goal & Net, Goalie Stick 
& Blade, Forward Stick & Blade 




Acrylic Knit Long Sleeve Pullover 
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LAND RESERVE EXEMPTIONS APPROVED IN C. SAAMCH
In one of the longer meetings in 
recent months, Central Saanich 
subdivision and zoning com­
mittee dealt with ten items 
Monday evening related to 
rezoning or rcj-classification of 
land “ yet were only able to 
come to a fiim decision 
regarding two of them.
Both latter cases concerned 
Agricultural Land Reserve ap­
peals, where opinion of council 
was sought by the Capital 
Regional District — a necessary 
step before exemption from the 
land reserve can be granted.
Hovey Road resident Anthony 
Yonge had submitted a request to 
the regional board for exemption
from land reserve requirements, 
to allow him to subdivide a one- 
half acre lot from his six acre 
parcel. The small parcel would, 
his application stated, become 
the site for a retirement homo for 
his mother-in-law.
The second application came 
from Martindale Invef?tments, 
requesting that permission bo 
granted to subdivide 5.27U acres 
from their property and add it to 
land already held by Sanwood 
Farms.
In both cases, council gave the 
applications approval with a 
minimum of debate.
This was not the case, however, 
with a rezoning and a subdivision
WOUK HXPEIIIENCE 
PROGRAM APPROVED
The peninsula school board 
approval Monday to a proposal 
that Saanich students participate 
in the Administrative 
Management Society’s Co­
operative Work Experience 
Program, to be held May 5-9.
Trustee Rubymay Parrott 
commented that she thought it 
was a great program - its only 
problem was that it was not long 
enough.
In a letter to the board, work 
experience co-ordinator Edythe 
McCormick stated: “This 
program is in its seventh year 
and gives an opportunity for 
grade 12 business education 
students in greater Victoria and 
Saanich to get valuable on-the- 
job experience in local business 
offices.”
Parkland school business class 
teacher Pat Demchuk further 
explained to The Review that the 
program was designed so that
schools and businesses could 
work together to help students of 
business.
Approximately 50-60 students 
from the Peninsula are sent for 
one week to businesses in Vic­
toria and Sidney, Demchuk said.
As closely as possible, the co­
ordinators try to match skill with 
job placement.
‘‘They spend five days right in 
the office situation. They are 
marked by the businesses — and 
a report is sent back to the 
student’s school,” explained 
Demchuk.
Locally, places such as the 
school board office and the B.C. 
Ferries terminal at Swartz Bay, 
take students for the week.
‘‘One student who did this 
program at the school board 
office is now working there on a 
permanent basis — which is a 
real credit to him,” said Dem­
chuk.
application from property 
owners at opposite ends of the 
Saanichton residential area.
George and Catherine May, 
1759 Cultra, presented their 
second subdivision request within 
the past year on a 4.9 acre parcel 
which lies immediately west of 
the established residential area 
in Saanichton,
The earlier request had ap­
parently been refused because it 
asked for permission to divide the 
parcel into residential lots.
The application Monday, 
however, outlined a proposed 
division of the land into five 
parcels: a one acre lot on which 
the May’s present home is 
located, two half acre lots for 
sale, a one acre lot at the rear of 
the property and 1.9 acres to be 
deeded to the municipality as 
creekbed parkland.
Deputy administrator Gay 
Wheeler told the meeting that 
May had made application to the 
Capital Regional District for 
exclusion of the land from ‘the 
agricultural land reserve in 
October, 1974 and the region had 
requested ‘‘council input”.
Council had at that time 
rejected the proposal — which 
showed the parcel being divided
into 10 small lots and one large 
one.
On this second application. 
Wheeler, said, the May’s were 
asking for council’s approval in 
principle prior to approaching 
the region,
Aid. Ray Lamont, chairman of 
the subdivision committee, told 
the gathering that the creekbed 
dedication would be an extension 
of public access already proposed 
for the adjacent upstream 
property.
Aid. Percy Lazarz, whose farm 
is next door to the May property, 
withdrew from debate on the 
application.
In reply .to a question from Aid. 
Don MacLaurin, Wheeler ad­
mitted that granting the request 
might result in council being 
‘‘faced with similar applications 
in future.”
At that point council seemed to 
divide into two factions: those 
who were familiar with the 
property and supported the idea 
of subdivision, and the two new 
members of council — unfamiliar 
with the terrain and apparently 
not in favour of the rezoning.
Lamont described the land as 
being mostly hillside and sloping 
toward the creek on both sides.
Aid. Dave Hill, claiming that he 
could see nothing ‘‘really wrong 
with the application," moved that 
it be given approval in principle.
After some delay, MacLaurin 
seconded tho motion, then voted 
against it aiding its defeat.
But debate didn’t die.
FFHTHHUSTUDY 
Mayor Jean Butler said she 
Would like to see ‘‘further study" 
on the application, and, asked 
committee chairman Lamont for 
his previously unstated opinion 
of the subdivision.
‘‘I see nothng wrong with it,” 
he replied.
“I’ve gone over the property. 
In my mind it is not agricultural 
property... .most of it is sloping 
toward the stream.”
Hearing this, Butler moved 
that the application be referred to 
the next committee meeting and 
that “more study” be done on the
matter.
The motion was approved.
The next application to be 
presented to the committee 
concerned a pared on the op­
posite end of Saanichlon. near 
Wallace and Patterson.
Owner Russell ('rawford was 
reqiiesting rezoning from rural lo 
residential ‘A’.
The land had l)een excluded 
from . the agrieultural land 
reserve eommitlee were told, and 
adjoined both the municipal 
water and sewer systems.
On Aid. Ray Lamont’s 
recommendation that council 
consider preparation of a 
rezoning bylaw (which would 
require a publie hearing), the 
application was referred to the 
district’s advisory planning 
commission <a requirement 
under a recently approved 
municipal bylavv.).




Telephone: Mon. to Fri. (1-5 p.m.) 656-4523
Fri. Jan. 17
Sat. Jan. 18
Sun. Jan. 19 
Mon. Jan. 20
Sidney Teen Activity Group: Main Hall 8 
p.m.,
Rae Burns’ Dance School, 1:30-9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m. Sidney 
Teen Activity Group 7:30 p.m.
North Saanich Rod and Gun Club (Jr. Sec­
tion) 9 a.m.
Victoria City Kennel Club Show (all day) 
Kinsmen Club Bingo Doors open at 7 p.m. 
Rae Burns’ Dance School, 1:30-9 p.m. 





Adult Badminton 1 p.m.
Junior Badminton 3 p.m.
Agrarian Indoor Practice 6:30 p.m. 
Volleyball 8 p.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30-9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m.
Sidney Elementary School: Y-Gymn Classes 
4 and 5 p.m.
Soccer League Indoor Practices 5:45 p.m. 
Seniors’ Badminton 7:30 p.m.
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m. 
Clubhouse: Senior Pottery Group 12 noon. 
North Saanich Dog Obedience Training 7 p.m. 
Soccer League Indoor Practice 4 p.m. and 
5:30 p.m.
Rae Burns Dance Studio: 1:30-9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Senior Pottery Group 12 noon. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m.
E. Sowerby.
Wo Invito our fiicnds titicl clients to call Into our 
Offices to arrauKo their Autoplun Insurunco
DON'T DELAY
All vehicles must be covered under Autoplnn by 
March 1st, 1075.
Wc Shall be pleascu lo (iisciiss your nisiirancc 
requirements, Issue registration and Insurance 
certificates and vehicle license plates or decals.
SPARLING REAL ESTATE 
LTD.
2489 Boncon Avo, Sidney, B.C.
Tel. (15(;-.5511





Take notice that the first sitting of the Court of Revision to hear 
appeals concerning the 1975 Assessment Roll for the Victoria 
Assessment District will be held as follows:
School District 61 (Greater Victoria) on Wednesday, February 
5th, 1975, at 10:00 o’clock in the forenoon, in the View Royal 
Community Hall, 279 Island Highway, Victoria, B.C.
School District 62 (Sooke) on Monday, February 17th, 1975, at 
10:00 o’clock in the forenoon, in the Board Room, School District 
62, 2227 Sooke Road, Colwood, Victoria, B.C.
School District 63 (Saanich) on Wednesday, February 12th, 1975, 
at 10:00 o’clock in the forenoon, in the Town Office, Sidney, B.C.
School District 65 (Cowichan) on Thursday, February 13th, 1975, 
at 10:00 o’clock in the forenoon, in the Law Courts, Duncan, B.C.
School District 66 (Lake Cowichan) on Wednesday, February 
12th, 1975, at 10:00 o’clock in the forenoon, in the Village Hall, 
Lake Cowichan, B.C.





WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BEHER
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
386-3368




JANUARY 15 to 31
DRAPERY MATERIAL
VALUES '5->7 YD. $1 49 $049 







































CORN ALYMER 14 oz. or Kernel Corn 12 oz.












BLUE BONNET C *1 Qfi
MARGARINE







ALL BEEF CANADA CHOICE GRADE "A”
STAN'S
FOOD CENTRE
7177 WEST SAANICH ROAD 652-1591 wi: itL.sLitvi': nii: bight t() limit ouanitif.s.2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
DDBI
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656-1151
BEFORE 5 P.M. fyVONDAY
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE; 5 p.m. 
insertion same week.
Monday (or
RATES ■ Sixteen words $1.50 
(minimum charge) .25e for each 
additional four worfis
CLASSIFICATIONS
1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanteti To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. -Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale













SAMS MACHINE SHARPENED. 1748 
Ml. NNcwion Cross Rood. l.tf
WATER VIEW — DEEP COVE 
Two side by side 50 x 117 ft. lots on 
Chalet Road about 130 yds. North 







Lovely view lot of over two acres 





\We1 basements made dry. Wooderi 





SECLUSION — LANDSEND 
Beautifully treed 2 acre lot with 
over 600 feet fronting on Land- 
send Rd. Also within easy 
walking distance of Westport 
Marina.
$32,500
FCLLY SERVICED i.OTS 
Close lo Brentwood Bay. on 
Marehant and Hagan Roads, 
treed and park like, full length 
closed in culvert. See signs. 
Prices $19,500 to $22,500 and on 
easy terms and reasonable in­




CARPENTERS FOR HIRE. Houses, 
sundecks, remodelling, or finishing 
work. You can't beat our prices. 
Phone : 656-5930 — 656-2057. 3-2
Don't Wait for Spring 
Call Your Handy Man Now 
Free Estimates 
656-1016 3-tf
'WORK WANTED Tree falling,’, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or' 
contract. Free estimates. Call 364- 
9737. 33-.f
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototilling 




















FOR SALE BY OWNER Clear title - 
Centre of Town near Beacon, 9933 
Fourth St.,Sidney:-Two Bdrm, home, 
completely redecorated inside and 
out; new shag carpeting; W'W 
throughout, laundry room, large 
living room; fridge and stove in­
cluded. Immediate occupancy. To 
view phone 656-4685. S33,900. 2-4
TOPPING AND FALLING TREES.
Landscaping. Free estimates. 388- 
5822. 30-tf
WET BASEMENTS MADE DRY.
Drain tile cleaned or replaced also 
gutters installed cleaned and 





FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Post - 
all hardwoods. Orders taken or 
delivery now. Phone 656-1453. 38-tf
RRCHER'S
TV s£ft Vice
for a factory trained specialist 
phone 656-5114
9967 -7th Street Sidney, B.C.
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 











ESTATE OF BILL 
MARTIN FITZGIBBON
..NOTICK is hereby given to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the state of the 
above named deceased, who died 
in Sidney. British Columbia, on 
June '22. 1974. are hereby
required to send them, properly 
verified, to McKimm & 
Stevenson, Barristers and 
Solicitors, at 2327 Beacon 
.Avenue. Sidney, B.C., before the 
31st day of December, 1974, after 
which date the Executor will 
distribute the said estate among 
the parties entitled thereto, 
having regard only to the claims 
of which they then have notice.
FRANCIS JAMES COX 
Executor 
McKIMM & STEVENSON 
Solicitors
NOTICE is hereby given to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above named deceased, who died 
near Penticton, British Colum­
bia. on July I, 1974, are hereby 
required to send them, properly 
verified, to McKimm & 
Stevenson, Barristers and 
Solicitors, at 2327 Beacon 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C. before the 
31st day of December, 1974, after 
which date the Executrix will 
distribute the said estate among 
the parties entitled thereto, 
having regard only to the claims 
of which they then have notice. 




OLD MANTEL CLOCKS, broken or 
running order or anything old, 
private. 479-5947. 2-2
WANTED, ride to Victoria from 
McTavish - East Saanich, Monday 
through Friday. Arrive 8:30 a.m. 
return 5:00 p.m. Phone: 656-1638 after 
6p.m. _________________________ 3-1
WANTED, three bedroom house to 
rent in Sidney. Phone 656-5313 or 656- 
6116. 3-1
1965 CHEV. IMPALA 4 door hardtop, 
1 white, 9,000 miles on reconditioned 
motor. Interior like new. $1200.00 Call 
556-1154or 656-4517. 3-1






Charming 2 bdrm. home 4 years 
old with completed basement in 
quiet cul-de-sac, fenced, sundeck, 
carport. MLS.
Seaboard Properties Ltd. 
7173 VVestSaanich lid. 
652-1141
BRENTWOOD BAY — Available, 
Feb. 1, 1975, one bedroom apartment, 
frige, stove, hot water heat, water and 
cablevision included. $110.00. 652- 
2725. 3-tf
Coming Events WHYTHERE
PR INC PAL PROPERTIES LTD. 




TOWNHOUSE FOR rent, two large 
bedrooms and den. Immediate 
possession. $275.00 per mon. Sidney. 
656-2309; 656-3924. 3-1
2 YEAR OLD 3 BEDROOM HOME. 
NO BASEMENT. LEVEL YARD 
WITH FRUIT TREES. FINANCING 
ALL ARRANGED. YOU COULD 
MOVE IN 3 DAYS. LET'S TAKE A 
LOOK.
477-9514 BOYD SADLER 592 1929
ALMOST NEW 3 bdrm. home (one 
down) available Feb. ,1st. in Sidney. 
W-w, carport, sundeck, beautiful 
garden, no pets. Rent $335.00 Phone 
479-4009 evenings. 3-1
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
Garden Club, Monday, January 20, 
8:00 p.m., in St. Andrew's Church 
Hall. Annual General Meeting and 
Election of Officers. Film Show. 
Monthly competition for interesting 
Driftwood. 3-1
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING rooms, 
furnished. Singles or doubles, 9,601 







ST. PAUL'S U.C.W. Bargain Bazaar, 
Friday, Jan. 24, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. St. 
Paul's Youth Centre, Malaview and 
Fifth, Sidney. New footwear, new and 
I nearly new clothing, white elephants,




Lovely waterfront lot on 
Village Bay overlooking ferry 
terminal, in attractive sub­
division. Piped water, hydro, 




REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
M.L.S. REAI.TORS
I.OTSOE LOTS
CKESSWELL ROAD: 24,, ac. 
level and cleared. Excellent for 
horses and humans. $27,000.
Commercial area of ap­
proximately 760 square feet at 
9779 4th St., Sidney. Ground floor 
location, complete with car­
peting, light fixtures, washroom 
facilities, and heat is supplied. 
Suitable for offices, retail- 
wholesale outlet, or service 
function with lease terms 
available. Apply Ste. 304-9775 4th 
St., or Capital Region Agencies 
Ltd., 2481 Beacon Ave., Sid­
ney. 49-tf
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 pirn. every
Thursday. Everybody welcome. Vtf
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
Historical Society meeting, in the
Museum, Thursday, January 16 at
7:30p.m. 2-2
■
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE . 2439
Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 41tf
SOME
CORDON HULME LIMITED
DEEP COVE - 127 ft. waterfront, 
1% ac. of treed seclusion, 900 ft. 
road frontage, water mains. 





Experimental Farm slope, 1';. 
year old custom built home, 
FciUures: 3 bedrooms, briglu 
sj-Kieious living room, IVi; batiis, 
scpariitc dining room, den, and 
full roughed-in basement. Quality 
inatfw’ials tlirougliout. At­
tractively landseaped ' acre lot, 
$86,900.00 MLS 10324,
DEEP COVE 
ti; acre treed seclusion with 
water supply and perc. tested. 
$21, 950.00.
CUUTELSPOINT 
App. tj acre, fantastic views, 




On ac. this venerable 5 
bedroom, 2'i; liathroom, stalely 
home. Properly removatod, newly 
insulated, as solid as a rock. 
$75,01)0,
LANDS END ROAD 
On 4.| acre of sunny level land, 
this 3 bedroom home comes 
complete with eo/.y den in above 
grade basement. Grow your own 
vegetables! $63,900,
STORE FOR RENT 2456, Beacon Ave.





DO YOU HAVE A WILL? 
Does Your Spouse have a Will? 
Have your will drawn up at 
NORFOLKTRUST 
1004 Blanshard Victoria, B.C. 




MARRIED COUPLE LOOKING (or
Iwo Bdrm. house to lease before 
March Ist, or sooner. Would like house 
to bo in Sidney - Saanich area. Ex- 
cellonl references, permanent job. 
656 5606anytime. 2-tf
NICE, QUIET, PEACEFUL cottage 
or small house, Sidney or Brentwood 
area. Low rent, retired couple, Would 
look alter garden, 652-3407, 2-2
WE WISH TO THANK our many 
friends; members of Royal Canadian 
Legion No. 37 for their kind words of 
sympathy in cards and flowers. A 
SPECIAL thanks to Dr, Worrall, Dr. 
Moffoot, nurses and staff of third floor 
in Rost Haven Hospital for kindness 
shown to my husband and father, 
Sandy Gordon: Nita Gordon and 
family. 3-1
YDU
WANTED MAR. 1st,, one bedroom 
house in Sidney. Will do repairs. 
Phono Karon, 384 6122 between 8:30 
and 5. Monday to f-riday. 3 1
In loving memory of a dear husband 
and Dad, Elijah Pollard, who passed 
along January 15, 1963. Always fondly 
romomborod, loving wife nnd 
family. 3-1 HATE
BIRTHS
WANTED, ROOM with cooking 
facilities (or single man. Phono: 656- 
2314. 31
WANTED TO RENT, small cabin or 
apt, year round ■ Brentwood Bay or 
Sidney area. Pensioner, Non smoker. 
656 5144, 3-1
IniO ID' ,C1 fl l.GO ^
BRENTWOOD CUL-DE-.S/V(' 
Offers invited on this delighifully 
silUfUed your young bimgiilow 
with full bfisemonl, 3 bedrooms 
(1-onsuite). Sliding glass drs, to 
sundeck off dining rm. Quick 
possession. Priced in low, low 
TiO's, Try an offer al'ler seeing this 
with Louise Sherwood. 656-4631.




PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST typist 
rectuireci lor Sidney Prolossional 
oil ice. Apply Box A, Sidney Review. ?- 
2
FOWLER - Born to Mr. nnd Mrs, 
Desmond R, Fowler on Jan. 6, 1975, 
18:20 hours, a lovely daughter, Sarah 
Anno, 7 lbs, 7 ozs. Proud grand­
parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. Chlopan; Mr, 
and Mrs. A. Fowler; groat grano- 
pnronts, Mrs. M.R, Fowler, Mrs, E.M. 
Wilson, Mr. R.L. Desmond, proud 
groat, great grandparent, M. Oliver 
Reader. A birthday gift for Mr. and 
Mrs, R, Fowler. Many thanks to Dr, 
Carroll and Rost Haven Matornily 
staff, 3-1
656-1000 WOMAN WANTED lo clean ollicos in Sidney, I'v Mrs, per day, six days 
week, $3,25 per hr. Phone 384-01)02, 3-1
(yviscellaniebus
Maybe you arc one of the peojile who 
really believe that some ailveitisers 
tieliber.itely set out fo drive you stark 
raving bonkers. Maybe you’ve even 
lieaiTl that some advertisers operate on the 
principle tliat in'itatiiig atlvertising works 
just as effectively as good, interesting, imag­
inative advertising.
Well, it isn’t so. !• veiv advertising 
message is designed for certain reasons,
RETIREMKNTOR 
STARTER 
.2'/p year old ‘'no-slep” lionio in 
Sidney. FeaturoH; carpeted 
living room, eating area off 
Uilehen, 2 hfsdroonis, and utility 
room. Carport with storage area, 
r)n’xi2()’ lot. $37.()()o.()().
building LOTS 
Weliave several lisletl - Give us a 
call.
SIDNEY
3 year old full basement hoiiie. 3 
bedrooms and galley kilclien, 





■19x147’ lot eomplelewitlia large ■ 
lu'droom full basement home. 
This property is only a few feet 
off Beaeoii Ave, and liiisy aeeess 
nxul. The s]X)eioiis well liuilt 
liome awaits your ideas, Giirage 
in rear. New MLS. Uealislieally 
priei'd at $43,000,
I BEDROOM HOMES 
Tliis first home is just around tlie 
oonu'r from the Sr, {!ili'/.eas 
(IfMlIre, An oil stove providt's Ihe 
lien!. House is aiiproximalf'ly 770 
.sti, ft, 50x123' lot that requires 
landsea|)ing, MLS 0894. $22,500,
RELIABLE WOMAN wgnlod lor 
housocloiining, 4 hours wookly, prolor 
Thursdoy or fj'id,Ty. $3.00 per hour, 
6,S6 '7S2Hntlor 6p.m.or woi'k-ends, ;m
OLDER MODEL Prlgldolro ■ 
refrigor.ilor. Good working condition, 
$125,00. 656 .n'77. 2-1
CARETAKER FOR Holy Trinity 
Church Hnll. Work Is light, no fixed 
hours so work mny bo done when 
convenient, P.iv $2,50 per hour. 
fUirlhor delnils phone D. Swinburne 
656 1988, 3 1
HOOVER WASHER spin dry, $60.00, 
Good condition. Phono ; 652-2993, 3-1
Perhaps it is to make a lot of people 
aware of one specific point. Or to make a 
select few appreciate several important 
[acts,The advertiser knows to \yhpm he
If you think the .advertising is in bad 
taste or is an insult to your intelligence, 
write and tell the advertiser so. He cares.
If you really think someone is getting 
away with f;ilse or misleading advertising, 
write to us. We care.
Hut if you don’t like a company’s 
advertising, yet aren’t really offended by it, 
there’s still one vei7 effective way to deal 
with it:just don’t buy the product. When 
sales go down, advertising is one of the 






SINGLE BED, spring and mnttross. 
$25.00, 656 2507.Ktor 7:00p,m. 3-1
NOTAIIY i»ljl|jLlC
FAMILY HOME
Spaeious 3 liedroom full 
liBsemenI home here in Sidney, 
I''irf'plae(' In living room Wall lo 
wall earpets, Snndeek off living 
room, 4tli bedroom and ree room 
almoHl finished, Fenec'd rear 
yard, MLS io:!n-t, Asking $49,9(11).
R13 C I- P r ION IST T Y PI ST rI'qu 1 red 
(or Sicloey prolessloool nlllce. Apply 
lo Box A, Sidney Review, 3-11
NANNY GOAT
6.56 4:i49,




Res. 656-21)23 or 6,.6-6151 
SIDM’.Y REALI TY I TD,
AGE \D RARRIER 
REALHPPOR TUM TY 
\ A TI DN AI, OR G A N1Z AT 1D N
If you Irnue on optlUidi' in soles ood 
.ire not solislieci wllh your pii.'seol 
solory ood (Ind Ihol your higher living 
cost moki'f. II dillicull - moke sure you 
look lids over. It you hove cootldence 
in your selling ohillly - you coo hove 
the sky os Ihe limll tor your eoroiogs, 
colling on commerciol, lodusinol ood 
ionlllulloool users, You will believe It 
ol firs) glooc.e when you see it. II lakes 
only one week nod yod will see lor 
ymir'.ell, Group lOMiroor.' pl.io etr, 
You must he i.rep.ired lo slorl ol .once, 
Vii let in, Voiu.uuver Isl.md lerrllory, 
Wl lie 'iloliou i ll•M.|U■e.■, lO: Ml', C, 
( ..1 o.dl, \'.-i , . I ',1V Indusli u's Ltd , 









10308 llnwerhook Rd,, Sidney 
raet.. range; Inwo mowers; vnr, 
pieces ol communlly sllvorworo; 
misr, items, 2 1
SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE. 
Sidney Cleon up, Roy Bowcolt, 656- 
19'70. 36 11
Don't Walt for Sprlno




HoOhiil water beds and ocressorlos. 
656 4703, ■(’41
how to talk to those people. If his message 
seems completely ridiculous to you, it 
could he because you are not one of the 
people he is hoping will buy his product 
or service.
I’liat’s not always the ease, of course.
On the other hand, you may see just as 
many advertisements you think are 
perfectly delightful-hut they may not 
make you in the lea.st interested in 
buying what they are selling.
Advertisers never iiileiuioiially set out 
to annoy. 7\nd even the advertising you 
hate most is almost certain to he quite ac­
cept,ihle to a lot of other people,
Still, is there something you can do 
about advertising you really can’t stand? 
Oeitainly. lint what you do depends 
on why you don’t like it,
II it’s just that you personally dislike the 
person or persons involved, you might 




BEACON AT 1st STREET,
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. Fill. SAT.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 a.m. to6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to9:00 p.m.
Advertising is, after all, only a means for 
a company to tell you about a product 
or seivicc they want you to buy.
Ailveitisiiig: It lets you make a choice.
This atlverrisemcnt is one of a scries 
created by volunteer advertising agencies for 
the Canadian Advertising Advisoiy Hoard. 
CAAH, representing advertisers, agencies and 
media, seives as the all-industry link with 
gtTvcniment and the consumer public.
ADVERTISING:
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At the inaugural meeting of the 
Sidney village commission for 
the New Year, the matter of 
indemnities for commissioners 
was discussed. No action was 
taken but Coinmissioner R.C. 
Martman, chairman of the 
finance committee, was asked to 
bring in a report for the February 
meeting.
Salmon Arm Observer points 
out that members of the council 
there will receive the same in­
demnities in 1955 as in the past 
year. Allowance for tiie head of 
the council is $425 while other 




Studying in Edinburgh at the 
present time. Miss Norma 
Carmichael, of Saanichton, 
recently enjoyed the opportunity 
of meeting up with another 
Saanichton resident, Chief 
Thunderbird. The latter is on a 
tour of Britain and has gained 
wide note in every part of the Old 
Country, as a wrestler. 
SANSCHA OPEN TO 
TENDERS
Tenders for the moving of the 
recreation hall from the West 
Camp of Patricia Bay Airport to 
Sidney were closed on Tuesday.
ANNOUNCEMl'LNT 
IS AWAITED
Galiano Light and Power t’o. 
Ltd. are anxiously awaiting word 
Irom the B.C. Power Commission 
on the progress being made on 
the electrification of the islands.
endorsatton of 
minister sought
FOR NEW' ISLANDS 
ferry SYSTEM
A strong delegation 
representing the Gulf Islands 
Improvement Bureau will in­
terview Hon. P.A. Gaglardi, B.C. 
minister of public works, on 
Friday morning in his Victoria 
office. The delegation will outline 
a proposal for improved tran­
sportation services to the dif­
ferent Gulf Islands and seek the 
minister’s endorsation of the 
plan.
BIG BOOST IN T.C.A. 
TRAFFIC 1954
Traffic of Trans-Canada Air 
Lines showed a substantial jump 
during the past year - an increase 
slightly over 10 per cent. During 
the year 1954 exactly 113,585 
persons boarded Trans-Canada 
Air Lines planes at the North 
Saanich airport.
ONE GOES DRY, 
ONE GOES WET
Residents of North Saanich 
proved that they were largely 
disinterested in the sale of liquor 
in licensed premises when a
handful turned out to cast a vote 
in 'I'luirsday’s plebiscite and 
turned down all prospecti\ e new 
liciuor outlets.
Picture was entirely different 
in the Gulf Islands. Although the 
attendance was poor, the elec­
torate voted 3-1 in favor of all 
outlets offc'rcd.
NEW' PHONE OFFICE 
HEREON MARCH 1
With the continuous growth of 
the B.C, Telephone ('o. system in 
the Sidney district comes the
announcement that a new 
commercial office will be opened 
on March 1 in tho village. Building Maintenance Contractors Excavating Miscellaneous
For many years the Sidney 
exchange has operated as a 
combined one with the chief 
operator. Miss M. Encs, as local 
representative.
.Miss Enos will continue as 
chief operator of the exchange 
while a manager of the com­
mercial office will be named 
shortlv.
AJAX
Home and Office Cleaners 
Complete Janitorial Service 
Windows-Floors-Gutters-Walls
CARPET CLEANING
' free Estimates 
2233 Ardweli Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 






Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
STB EAK1. ESS CLEAN E RS
SPECIALIZING IN HOME 
CLEANING










cent MADE LOCALLY - ANY SIZE &Feb.off We measure and install at no e.xtra charge
SIDNEY GLASS 






3 cycies-normal, durable 
press and pre-soak 
Choice of water temperature 
selections
2 speed-normal agitation 
fastspin-gentie agitation 
slow spin 
Wash water level 
selections
SPEED QUEEN’S GUARANTEE
2YR guarantee on all PARTS & LABOR 
10 YR. GUARANTEE ON THE WASHER TRANSMISSION 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE ON STAINLESS STEEL 
5 YR GUARANTEE ON DRYER DRUMS
i Washer Model 3660, porcelain tub, white only 399.88
i Washer model 3661 stainless steel tub white or harvest gold 429.88
I Dryer model 3670 matching dryer white or harvest gold 269.88
VyE SERVICE ALL makos of traffic appliances, automatic waslicrs, wringitr
washers, electric dryers, vacuum cleaners, disliwasliers, electric rauf^es.
Call Us
We Can Help With YOUR Prohlem
SIDNEY APPLIANCE CENTRE






Qunfity Mont Ciil, Wrnppoci 
;for Hom.o Frooeorn
I 7100 W. Soonicli 652-1062
DANISH
UPHOLSTERY
All nopdirs • Any nl70 hnnl nnn 
Irnllor ousliiona - cunlom mnilo
lurnlUiro....................





















Ronidonllnl ■ Coinrnorcinl 
ft Golf Coiirno Conrilruction
(1055 Wont Snnnlch Rd. 
Drontwood Dny 
Qlon Williams 052-3323




nil pinno pnrtn otockod 
Consul viitoiiou Ht 2urich 
nnd VIonnn















“T’lio UKimate” in 
rarpi'j Sira in Cleanin}^
Wall to Wall, Bugs. 
\\ atcc IlNtiaction 
Comm. & Bt's. 
I)a\ Mci ccr 
:;s(:-7oii
® RACK HOE WORK 
& CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
‘‘no job to large 
or too small”













Robert W'. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-4611
PERC. & SOIL 
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 







New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rate.s-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 












YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 





Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 







































Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 














Itotovnti'— Lev(‘l— Cullivnte 
Plough —Disc—Post llol»‘s 




general & ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS
All typos o( ronovniions 8. 






Paperhanglng - Vinyl 
Grasscloth
Norm Sadler 6.56-4487














PAPER AND VjNVLWAI.L 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 









Govnrnmont nortlliod, lochnioiiin 
with 35 ynars oxporinnea in Eloc- 
Ironic Malnlonanco nnd Rnpalrs,
Call Eric















Specializing In Hof Water 
Heating










25 years ex|K!i'ieiico 




Repairs - Apitliani’e I onneedmis 











Best (iuality Meat 
and (iroceries
2:!:!5 Amity Dr. 
Cor. Pat Bay livvy.
(0:00 a.m. till 7:(HI p.ni. 





Alterations Repairs Drapes 




Phone 656-3286 . 
Free Estimates
pjy
IN YOUR HOME . 
Steam Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaning 




Dressmaking - Alterations 




AH Repairs-Any size Boat and 



















PHONE 656-1976 ANYTIME 
.LS. CRADDOCK 




















Iniiiirunce (Tidinu BroiigiLI); llioidleij! 
981 ‘2 F on I’lh' P iroiu! 656-"i:n3



















It is an admission I make with 
no sense of regret whatever.
1 was dead wrong in the 
prediction I once made, with 
typical positiveness, that 
television would turn the entire 
youth of the land into illiterate 
dunderheads.
I sadly under-estimated the 
hunger for knowledge and the 
essential good taste of the kids 
and, apologeticaliy, I tip my 
beanie to them.
The woman who is second in 
charge at our own local library 
tells me that never before have 
young people read so avidly and 
that this appears to be true all 
across Canada.
One can only theorize about 
this, but I think there is 
something to her notion that the 
impact of television caused some 
alarm on the part of parents that 
may have inspired them to steer 
their youngsters, more con­
sciously than they ntiight have 
otherwise, toward an early 
discovery of literature.
Youth organizations' have 
something to do with it, too.
The Brownies, I was pleased to 
discover the other day, have 
Bopklover’s Badge among their 
many insignia of accomplish­
ment, earned by the reading of a 
selected list of several children’s 
classics, and are thus ushered at 
a tender age into the wonderful 
world of reading.
The television people, it seems 
to me, have made as fatal a 
blunder in their approach to the 
small-fry market as they have in ‘ 
their programming for adults.
In seeking a mass audience, 
guided slavishly by ratings, 
they’ve overlooked, as.I tended
WHITE’S CELEBRATE
anniversary
White’s T.'V. is celebrating 
fourteen years of business, in 
Sidney by hosting a wine and 
cheese party on Jan. at the 
Airport Travelodge.
“From 6 to 11 o’clock we are 
going to entertain with Elec- 
■ trohome home^entertainmnet 
music,” Neil Gave of White’s told 
The Review.
“Home entertainment experts 
from Vancouver and Victoria 
will be there to help us celebrate - 
they are going to demonstrate the 
use of quadrophonic sound,” he 
added.
“Rick Payne will be there'from 
Electrohome Home En­
tertainment Productions - he’s a 
real expert on quadrophonic 
sound - he can answer any 
juestions.”
to, the fact that you can’t 
discount the potential of 
imagination and the response to 
originality that are, praise be, 
inherent in young people.
The agencies which conduct the 
rating surveys are able to prove 
statistically that television has 
the largest captive audience of. 
junior viewers and, thus, the 
largest lobby for influencing 
Mama’s choice of breakfast foods 
when they’re cranking out their 
repetitious programs.
This, they assure the sponsors, 
is the biggest club calculated to 
beat the younger buyer into 
submission and so the sponsors, 
who are without imagination 
though they determine the 
content of the tiny screen, act 
accordingly.
But the statistics in no way 
mirror the individual. They do 
not show the boy or girl who 
watches these programs 
lethargically, out of boredom or 
force of habit, and who, because 
of this ennui, are by no means 
receptive to the all-important 
sales pitch.
Indeed, the statistics are the 
enemy of television for their
easy, false assumption has led 
young viewers, as well as old, to 
the point where they are willing 
and able to desert the screen for 
any other medium that promises 
them more rewards. And books 
are the most convenient and 
attractive of alternatives.
This is not a development that 
is altogether rosy. It is foolish to 
be happy about the failure of 
television, however much it may 
have turned youngsters to 
reading or to gloat over the fact 
that commercialism is its own 
worst enemy.
'Ideally, the two should be 
complementary and there is 
some evidence that they might be 
most effective in partnership. My 
librarian friend tells me that 
there’s invariably a rush on any 
book, for adults or children, that 
has been dramatized on TV.
My hope now is that things will 
work in reverse, that even this 
modest swing back to literature 
will force the television people to 
abandon their comfortable 
concept of the child’s mind and to 
join with the libraries in giving 
them the mental nourishment 
they want and need.
ANNE FRANCIS:
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
If you are a woman and aware 
of the constantly changing 
demands and expectations of 
your sex today, you must read 
this autobiography. And it would 
not be a bad idea for men as well 
to read of one woman’s continual 
struggle to develop herself to the 
fullest.
As a writer, broadcaster and 
journalist, best known to the 
Canadian public as Anne 
Francis, Florence Bird capped 
her career by taking on the ar­
duous job of chairman of the 
Royal Commission on the Status 
of Wonien in Canada.
Blessed by marriage to an 
intellectual equal, her beloved 
‘J.B.’’, who encouraged her to 
expand her mind by reading and 
writing, and who patiently 
supported her through the initial, 
sometimes terrifying difficulties 
of learning to broadcast over 
radio and then on television, 
Florence Bird has become 
person of great character = and 
wide-ranging interests. As she 
has grown in knowledge and 
experience, she has constantly 
re-assessed her self-image.
On a long and solitary train 
journey taken when she was in 
her late twenties, she writes that 
“during that time alone, I did a 
lot of thinking about the kind of 
person I wanted to be.” Later on, 
she records, “It is in the hope of 
helping other women to find 
themselves that I have written 
these reminiscences of my slow
growth from a pampered, con­
ceited girl to a woman with some 
self-knowledge, whose eyes and 
heart have been turned outward 
by experience toward other 
people.”
Mrs. Bird writes delightfully, 
facing but not dwelling upon the 
unhappy parts of her life, with a 
fund of amusing anecdotes to 
spice her story. Her travels 
across Canada, her years in 
Montreal, Winnipeg and Ottawa, 
coupled with her desire to involve 
herself in, and write about, the 
events of her time, make this 
book a personal insight into many 
aspects of Canadian character 
and geography. ■ ____
But apart from a record of her 
physical travels, this, book is 
most of all the journey of a mind. 
It is an inspiring and fascinating 
introduction to a woman of 
character and insight.
Ask for this compelling new 
autobiography from the Sidney- 




The Weather Office at the 
Patricia Bay Airport has been 
besieged by calls from local 
youngsters who call in at the 
same time and overload the 
resultant busy signal. This makes 
it possible for the callers to carry 
on a giant party line con­
versation. Telephone officials are 
intent on correcting the matter.
PRE-INVENTORY SALE
FACE BRICKS Assorted Odds & Ends 10' ea
SQUARE-TEX 4 ft x 4 ft. Sea Foam Ceiling Hardboard
(Seconds) Regular 3.75 SPECIAL $2^^
We Are Still Overstocked On Some No. 1 Quality and Medium Priced
BAPCO and SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
Average ^ gff



















CHASE THEM AWAY WITH A NEW 
STYLE & A NEW PERM 
DURING OUR ANNUAL PERM SALE 
JAN. 10th TO FEB. 8th.
Cameo Beauty Salon
2373 Beacon Ave Sidney
656-1713






























CHICKEN FOWL 39 lb.
A VEGETABLE COCKTAIL JUICE
V-8 JUICE 48 O'z. 59 tin
















S» POTATOES 3i/’l 00
SWIFTS















3;i;/*2“ ROVR 20 i/*2“
HEINZ SCOTTIES





3 07.. 2/29^ GARBAGE BAGS 19
FRESH SUNKIST
ORANGES
WESTERN FAMILY 01 oz.







MACARONI AND CHEESE 7 07.
KRAFT DINNER 2''/A9
COWGRATUIATIONS 676 (kiiismeN) squidbon ii.c.a.c. CANADA'S BEST!
